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Stay Dry This Semester

Rez Is Prez
Debra De Shong
News Editor

One of FUSA's own,
Mark Resnick, was elected to the.
office of FUS A president Tuesday,
defeating challenger, junior Frank
Longobardi, with a vote of 697 to
524. The election began as a fourman race several weeks ago, with
Shawn McVicker and Al Koines
being knocked out of the race last
week in the primary. Voter turnout
was "disturbing," according to
Longobardi, and was considerably
lower than last year. However, the
majority of the votes went to
Resnick, who boasted two years of
FUSA experience.
One of Resnick's goals
as president will be "to improve

the marketing of
FUSA. Up until
now, FUSA has not
marketed who they
are, what their goals
are and what they
provide," he said.
Resnick hopes to
improve this aspect
of
FUSA
by
installing
a
newsletter to keep
students informed
about exactly what
their
student
government is doing.
The main
focus of Resnick's
platform, which will
serve as the blueprint
for his administration, is the
expansion of programming. He
would like to see the clubs take a

more vital role on campus and will
attempt to plan two major concerts
a year, as well as four minor

concerts.
In
addition, he would
like to increase
multi-cultural
programming as
part of a campaign
to
increase
awareness
of
multicultural issues
within
the
community.
Like the
other candidates,
Resnick believes
that the office of
president must be
more open to
students.
"The
president must be
more personable
and more approachable," he said.
The experience of going door to
door for the campaign was an

effective way to talk to students
and Resnick would like to continue
this
manner
of
open
communication.
Resnick cited his two
years in FUSA as the Director of
Student Entertainment Committee
and as the editor of the first
successful class newsletter.
Resnick was also a member of the
Inter-Residence Hall government.
Both Longobardi and
Resnick agree that the campaign
was too negative, focusing on the
faults of each candidate and past
administrations. Resnick accounts
this mudslinging for the low voter
turnout.
Longobardi gracefully
conceded the election and
expressed an interest in
participating in Resnick's
administration.

BACK TO THE BEACH
Eye on the Storm:
One Student's Account
of the Flood that
Rocked Fairfield
David Harris
Contributing Writer
The ten-foot wave broke
approximately forty yards away
from me, as I stood on my porch
looking out to the ocean. The crest
crashed onto a neighboring deck.
White spray and foam erupted from
the house and I decided that it was
time to leave. A severe storm
watch was in effect from the
previous night. I had seen all the
news and I heard the warnings. I
had heard them before. This storm
would be like all of the rest: huge
waves, a lot of rain, maybe a few
annoying puddles around my car
parked down the street. But that
would be it.
As the wave crashed into
the house, I heard a helicopter. It
flew in from the south and hovered
fifty feet above us. It was definitely
time to leave.
Around noon I felt a
rumbling in my stomach. I donned
my rainpants and waterproof boots
and ventured out into the storm.
My plan was to reach the car and
run a few errands.
The conditions quickly
altered my plan. As I stepped into
the four-foot stream that was once
our path, my boots filled with
bitterly cold water. I made it to the
parking lot and my car, which was
fifty yards away. The road was
swamped but my car was still above

(continued to p. 3)

Picking up the Pieces after Nor'Easter Beth

O'Neill, Morrissey's housemate)
car was buried halfway in the sand.
The porch was falling apart, the
windows were destroyed, the floor
When Lori Hamel woke
up on the morning of December
was warped.... I just started to cry.
I wasn't expecting it to be that
11, she had no idea that by the time
bad."
she went to bed that night, she
Residents of the first
would lose her car, her home, her
student-rented house to be
exam notes, and contact with half
condemned, Morrissey and O'Neill
of her friends. But then again, few
were told to make other living
people were prepared for the havoc
arrangements for the Spring
that one of the most violent storms
semester. But after further
in history would wreak in their
evaluation of the house foundation,
lives that day.
Hamel
construction
rolled out of bed
crews set to work
early
that
and had the girls
morning, drove a
back in their
mile
down
house this week.
Fairfield Beach
The construction
Road to deliver
crews replaced
the living room
her Spring Break
floor, window,
deposit,
and
and carpeting,
headed
back
toward home.
and are currently
She
rebuilding the
never made it.
porch that wraps
Instead,
around the house.
she watched the
Morrissey,
road disappear
pausing over the
under the frigid
curtains she's
hanging on a
waters of Long
brand-new
Island Sound, her Up the Creek with only one paddle: John Doyle and Dan
photo: R. Getty window, marvels
car slip beneath Forgie drift in a dingy down Reef Road.
the surface, and her Accounting days later, when the skies had at how quickly she has her home
textbook float up to the dashboard. cleared and the waters had receded, again.
"I never thought we
Among the last to be evacuated, she returned to her home to survey
she was eventually airlifted by the damage. The "Condemned" would live here again," she said.
She commends the
helicopter to safety. Earlier, while sticker posted on the front of the
University for its handling of the
the water covering the roads was house said it all.
"It was a mess," flood crisis — Seiler's for feeding
still relatively shallow, her friends
had hitched rides in army trucks Morrissey says. "It was a disaster. them, the administration and
and in the buckets of bulldozers to We had sand in our front yard up to faculty for excusing them from
the top of the fence. Niff's (Jennifer exams.
escape the rising waters.
Hamel was one of
thousands of victims of Nor'Easter
Beth, a storm that drove over 400
students and even more residents
oiit of their homes in search of dry
land.
And her victims are still
picking up the pieces.
Robin Morrissey, a
resident of The Zoo, left her house
before the storm hit and could not
get back home. She did not know
where her friends were or whether
she still had a place to live. Several

Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief

The Fire and the Flood:
Fireman Injured
Fighting Both
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief

A firefighter lost a portion
of his toe during the severe storm
and floods of December 11 after
standing in the frigid floodwater
for several hours, according to Fire
Chief Daniel B.C. Gardiner.
The fireman was assisting
in extinguishing fires along the
west end of Fairfield Beach Road
as well as a fire that leveled a home
on the corner of Rowland Road
and Fairfield Beach Road.
Several other firefighters
of the Fairfield Fire Department
were treated for hypothermia and
released, says Gardiner.
All the firefighters have
since returned to work.
Hamel agrees, and also
notes the town's performance in
dealing with the flood.
"The town of Fairfield
was unprepared for this," she says.
"But once they got on the problem,
they did well. They got everyone
out safely and no one got hurt."
Each generation vows
never to become like its parents,
telling tales of "When I was your
age...." But Fairfield students will
surely tell their children and
grandchildren of how they had to
wade through four feet of freezing
water, ride in army trucks and
bulldozer buckets, and squat in
helicopter baskets smaller than
shopping carts just to get to class
on that stormy December day.

Check out the wrath of Nor'Easter Beth —footage on page 9
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Career Week Promises
Something for Everyone
John Fink
Contributing Writer
During the week of
February 8, the Career Planning
Center will sponsor Career Week
in conjunction with Alumni
Relations, Campus Ministry, and
FUSA to provide various career
opportunities for students at
Fairfield.
Career Week begins with
Major Monday, where students
hear a panel of Fairfield alumni
from their respective majors
discuss career paths, decisions,
opportunities, and techniques
which helped them in their career
search.
The event is geared
toward all classes:
for
underclassmen, who might be
indecisive about a major, and for
upperclassmen, who are looking
for where to go with the major
that they have.
Roberta Anderson, an
alumna panelist for Finance
majors, enjoyed being a panelist
and spoke of some of the things
that students can get out of such a
discussion.
"I think it was good for
the students to learn how we all
changed careers/jobs in the first
few years, and how the 'hot' careers

(investment
banking,
environmental management, etc.)
do, in fact, change over the years,"
she said.
Last year, 104 alumni
and 242 students attended, an
increase of 18 alums but a
decrease of 77 students from the
previous year. This year, to attract
more students, Alumni Relations
will raffle off a ski weekend for
two at Killington, Vermont.
Students need only attend the
panel discussion of their choice
and submit ah evaluation of the
event to be eligible for the raffle.
The discussions should
run from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in various
places on campus. Check the
boards in the Campus Center
lobby during the afternoon of
February 8 to find out which place
your panel will be located. After
the discussion, there will be an
informal gathering in the StagHer Inn for students and alumni
to get better acquainted.
The week continues
with the Mock Interview program
on Tuesday, February 9, which
will take place in the Career
Planning Center from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Students who have submitted
resumes will have the opportunity
to practice their interview skills
with personnel representatives

from several large organizations,
and they will provide suggestions
for improving one's approach to
successful interviews.
On Wednesday,
February 10, from 1 to 4 p.m. in
the Campus Center Lobby,
Campus Ministry joins Career
Planning in sponsoring "People
Helping People." This program
provides students interested in
careers in human services and
volunteer work the opportunity
to speak with professionals in
their fields about the challenges
and rewards of their career
choices.
Rounding off the week
on Thursday, February 11 will be
the
Career
Spectrum.
Representatives from about 40
organizations in the Metropolitan
New York and New England
areas will be present to provide
students will career and
organization information, and a
great opportunity to make
corporate contacts. The Career
Spectrum will take place in the
Oak Room from 1 to 4 p.m.
All majors from all
classes are strongly encouraged
to attend a truly worthwhile weekfull of great opportunities to get
that invaluable edge needed in
today's job market!

Campus Beat

Cheers

Boos

...to the Sea Ranch "Christmas"
party..to
birthdays
and
Superbowls at TH 111..to the
return of Puffy..to two year
anniversaries..he's
damn
lucky..to ski team initiation at
the 19th holc.to the L's..to ski
losers..aka the Lush-ious
ladies..to three awesome,
understanding new housemates.,
sorry about party central..to all
the people who helped evacuate
the beach, .thanks for everything.
.to reunion with Aqua Man..to
our video—A Few Good Men..to
TH 85 and 35..to The Laughing
Cow..to John Denver..to jovial
and exuberant..to meow..to cool
guys who pay for cab fare..to
Bart..to the funky glove..to
friends who lend you their
couch..to
paper
towel
banners..to "hiding the tap"..to
every housemate hooking up..to
first hookups..to paper dolls..to
a friend of all of us and our new
home..to turkey and egg
breakfasts (hope you enjoyed it
guys)..to detachable parts., to
being drunk..to TH 124..to
Indecision..to dancing on
chairs..to 70's music...

..to insensitive people who have
jobs and brag about them to people
who don't..to housemates in a
permanent bad mood..to not getting
phone messages..to morons who
should not have a driver's
liscence. .to people who are unkind
to animals...to Joey Buttafuoccto
anyone who believes Joey
Buttafuoco... to Amy Fisher...just
say no... and get a job... anywhere
but a gun shop... to the Bills losing
a third time...to being sick..to
freezing cold weather..to idiot
Senators who don't realize that
being homosexual does not mean
you can't hold a gun..to burnout..to
peer pressure..to not knowing what
you're doing after graduation., to
frozen pipes..to heating problems..
..to angry and hostile..to Particle
Man going abroad..to the gorgeous
guy who transferred..the drunkenly
misplaced jackets..to the Jackson
Five..to bad taps—the curse of
Fairfield U..to not remembering
some of the evening..to thinking
other
people
are
your
housemates..to hangovers..to
cranky people..to Home Alone 2
being sold out..to the loss of the
Asylum..to Math Comps...

Debra De Shong
News Editor
* Since he made his debut about a year ago, the Fairfield Flasher had been eluding Security after
he exposed himself in the library on two occasions. His luck ran out last semester on December 5, when
he exposed himself in the Campus Center at about 6:14pm. Once the report reached Security, a foot chase
ensued and the flasher was then arrested by the Fairfield police and now faces criminal charges.
* There has been a rash of wallet thefts from the locker rooms and the public coat room at the
Rec Plex in the past several weeks. The thefts occurred mainly in the male locker room and articles were
taken from unlocked lockers. It is strongly urged that anyone using the locker rooms lock their
belongings with their own lock or ones issued by the Rec Plex.
* A Domino's Pizza delivery person was assaulted on December 19, 1992 at 12:56 am. The
driver had a verbal altercation with a person, who then punched him in the face and ran. The person was
not found but the police were called to investigate. This marks the second time in one semester that a
Domino's driver was assaulted on campus.
* An arrest was made on December 21,1992 at the townhouses after a woman reported that her
boyfriend was assaulting her. He was arrested by the Fairfield police and is facing criminal charges.
* On Jan. 16, it was reported that someone had stolen Fr. Kelley's parking sign that reads,
"Thought shalt not park here." A replacement is being made.

Eileen East, '94, from Ellington Ct, was the recipient of
the Fuld Fellowship for Nursing Students. One nursing
student is chosen from each state. She will attend a
conference in Spain this summer hosted by the International Council of Nurses.

Numbers to Know

* Also on Jan. 16, there was a burglary at the Stag Her Inn. Reportedly, the VCR and some food
were stolen.

Campus Crier
The Stag-Her Inn will be holding Karaoke Night on Thursday, Feb. 4,
from 8 pm to 11 pm.
IRHG will sponsor a Suitcase Dance in the Oak Room on Friday, Feb.
5 at 8 pm.
FUSA films presents "Consenting Adults" in Gonzaga Auditorium
this weekend, at 8pm on Friday and Saturday, and at 7 pm and 9:30
pm on Sunday.
The Glee Club will hold a concert called "An Evening of Choral Song
II With Salve Regina College Choir" at the Kelley Theatre at 8 pm on
Friday, Feb. 5. The price of a ticket is $3 for students and $5 for general.
There will be an African-American Cultural Bazaar and Book Fair in the Oak Room from 11 am to 4 pm
on Saturday Feb. 6.
There will be a Winter Wonderland Concert in the Oak Room at 8 pm on Saturday at 8pm.
"Four Bitchin' Babes" will be performing at the Quick Center at 8 pm on Sat. Feb.6. For more information,
contact the Quick Center Box Office.

254-4090 or Ext. 4090-Security
Ext.2241-Health Center
Ext.2146-Health Center Counseling
254-4040- FUSA information
Ext. 3405 -Campus Ministry
333-2233- 24 hr. Rape Crisis Hotline of Greater Bridgeport
YWCA
^54-4800 -Fairfield Police Department
,
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Sweet Nothings for Nothing

If you haven't done so already, be sure to
fill out and return your Mirror Valentine's
Day messages! Come on now ~ how
often do you get to tell your sugarplum
how you feel without spending a dime?
Please return your love notes to Box AA
by tomorrow, February 5!!

News
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Co-Chairs Seek to Help Freshmen
Adj ust to Whole New World
Megan Harvist
Assistant News Editor
You received your
acceptance letter in the mail,
you discussed it with your
parents, and you sent in the
letter confirming your decision
to attend Fairfield University.
Ahhh! You were able to breathe
a sigh of relief because it was
all oven.or was it?
Even after you
decided where you were going
to school, there were sti 11 many
other concerns as you got ready
to embark on your college
career. Dorm life, roommates,
classes- just to name a few.
But no one expected
you just to jump right into
college life and automatically
feel comfortable. That's why
we have Freshman Orientation.
The plans for next
year's orientation have already
begun.
Just
recently,
sophomores Stephani Lyn
Tartamella and Peter Conk
were chosen to be the co-chairs
for orientation. They will be

Stephani Tartamella and Peter
working together with the
Orientation Executive Board and
their advisor Fran Koerting on
planning orientation for the class
of 1997.
. ,
Both Tartamella and Conk
have been very involved here at
Fairfield. Tartamella is a member
ofrthe student senate and was
recently elected Director of

Conk
photo:L. Marchetti
Correspondence for the Senate
Executive Board. Conk is in the
Mission Volunteer Corps and will
be going to Ecuador this spring.
He is a member of the Glee Club,
Chamber Singers, and the
Appalachian Volunteer Corps.
In order to be selected as
the new co-chairs, Tartamella and
Conk had to submit an application

and playing and spending time
together.
The second goal of the
floor involves "being there when
the campus needs help and service,"
says East. The members of the
service floor have the opportunity
to participate in all CUE Weekends,
one of the most popular projects on
the floor. The final goal, East says,
is to have "a support system for
everyone interested in service. We
have achieved a community
through prayer, reflection,
education,andjustliving together."
The community that has
formed among the members of the
floor has become the backbone of
the group. Sophomores Peter Buck
and Kevin Casey both say they
would "definitely live here again."
Buck says that for him, the best
part of living on the floor are "the
things we do as a group." Casey
adds that "we have really grown
close and become a community."
Denise Riccobono '95 feels the
"experience on the floor is worth
it." Her favorite parts of living on

the floor are "CUE Weekends and
the closeness of the floor."
Despite the general
consensus of the floor's success,
there are still some wrinkles to be
smoothed out. Most members of
the floor did not know what to
expect when they signed up, it
being the floor's first year. Casey
describes the members as "guinea
pigs for future Community
Service Floors."
However, East feels that
"for the most part, the floor has
been successful in achieving its
goals of service. People who are
taking part are doing so because
they want to, not out of
obligation." East admits that
"contracts were signed that we
haven't been able to stick to word
for word. . .for the first year, it's
not perfect, but we're off to a
good start." Judging from
feedback from faculty and
students not living there, the
Community Service Floor appears
to be headed for a long life at
Fairfield.

Service Floor a Success

Caitlin Whelan
_JtaffWriter

On February 7, the
Community Service Floor will
be officially five months old.
Through the first semester, the
floor has been for the most part
successful in carrying out its
goals.
Eileen East, R A on the
Community Service Floor,
determines the success of the
floor as "more than what I
expected. . .in both the things
we do as a group and the
community we have built." East
lists the first goal of the floor,
which is located on Regis
Ground, as a main ongoing
service project, achieved
through the McGi verney Center
in Bridgeport. The project
involves members of the floor
spending
time
at
the
McGiverney Center from two
to four hours per week, helping
kids with homework, working
on computers, arts and crafts,

Classifieds
P-T RECEPTIONIST wanted by Ffld ATTY/CPA (near Caldors/Bradlees) from 2/8/93 - 4/15/93.
Requires bright, friendly, VERY responsible individual with good typing & telephone skills. Ideal
Business Student Job. "REQUIRES CAR". Approximate Hours: M-F 4-6 pm; Sun 1 -4 pm; CALL 3662564.
LOCAL CREATIVE FIRM looking for talented comedy writers, illustrators, sculptors, and graphic
artists for freelance work. Send a one-page letter describing talent and experience to Fun & Games, 340
Collingwood Ave., Fairfield, CT, 06432. A sample of work may be included.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT - Make money teaching English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
Many provide room & board + other benefits! Make $2,000-$4,000+ per month. No previous training
or teaching certificate required. For employment program call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J5084.
SPRING BREAK: CANCUN, NASSAU from $299. Organize a small group for FREE trip. CALL
1(800)GET-SUN-1.
FREE TRIP TO CANCUN MEXICO - Organize a small group and travel free as a college rep with Sun
Bound Vacations. Prices start from $419.00. Complete packages include round trip jet service, hotel
transfers, 7 nights hotel, beach parties, daily sunshine, exotic nightlife, tequila happy hour and much more.
For the best value and the most fun-filled Spring Break package call 800 SUN-TREK or 800 786-8735
for further details and reservation.
SPRING BREAK '93 - Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica from only $399! Daytona from $149! Organize a
small group and travel FREE! Call Now! New England's Largest Spring Break Company! Take A
Break Vacations 800-328-SAVE.
HOW ABOUT SUMMER CAMP? - Camp Counselors USA works with over 600 summer camps in the
USA, Europe and Russia. Have the best summer of your life working in the outdoors teaching; riding,
swimming, crafts, and many other activities with children. Contact Camp Counselors USA, 420 Florence
^t. Palo Alto, Ca. 94301 Phone: 800-999-2267.
,

with three recommendations and
go through and interview.
Conk felt that by
working on orientation, he would
be able "to give something back
to the school in return for
everything it had given me." He
wants orientation to help ease the
tensions that the incoming
freshman will feel.
Fairfield-A Whole New
World, taken from the motion
picture Aladdin, is the theme for
next year's orientation, according
to the co-chairs.
The main goal of the
committee is to bridge the gap
Between the two different worlds
of high school and college and
create a smooth transition for the
incoming freshmen.
Tartamella commented,
"I want the freshmen to leave
summer orientation looking
forward to their next years at
Fairfield. I want them to know
that this is their home now!"
Although orienatation
does take place until summer, the
co-chairs are already hard at
work.

Attention!!
Applications for
Freshman Facilitator are available at Dolan
212. The deadline for responses
is Feb.8th. Please
submit
your
forms to Gwen
Vendley, Dolan
Hall, and be sure
to make an appointment for
your interview. y
Write for The
Mirror! You Get
to Make Fun of
Various
Administrators!!

Eye on the Storm
(continued from p. 1)
water. However, my legs went numb so I returned to the house, my
anxiety level quickly rising.
My roommate Bill had his car parked next to mine. At 2:00
p.m. our neighbors called and told us to move the cars. Bill and I
sighed deeply. We didn't want to go outside. Nevertheless we
outfitted ourselves and struggled to our cars.
As we rounded the corner and spotted our vehicles, our
cheery attitude collapsed. There our automobiles sat in four feet of
salt water. I reached my car and peered in. My notebook, with all of
my semester notes, floated ominously in the front seat while two
Blockbuster video rentals bobbed up and down in the back.
We trudged back to the house knowing that the stakes had
been raised. A truck passed us with National Guard personnel. "You
want a ride? Are you O.K.?" We declined the ride and went back to
the house. Fortunately the house escaped water damage. I remember
being disappointed earlier in the semester because we were so far
back from the water. Now I was thankful.
The house still had power and cable, but no heat. There were
seven of us in the house and we decided to leave. The conditions had
not improved and soon it would be dark. We waded to the parking
lot with what we could carry and were met by a fireman with a
bulldozer. Ten of us got into the bucket of the bulldozer and were
carried down Reef Road. Along the way we stopped and picked up
a woman and her dog, who were accompanied by another fireman.
They seemed to be in good spirits. Being a full-time resident, she had
been through floods before. So twelve of us and a dog were evacuated
to safety.
But our journey was only half over. From just beyond Bud's
Deli, buses were waiting to take us to Roger Ludlow School. The Red
Cross had established a temporary shelter for the newly homeless.
We all registered and promptly raided the doughnuts and coffee. I
hadn't eaten all day. High stress builds up an appetite.
I sat down next to an elderly couple. They had arrived
around noon. The shelter was an auditorium in the athletic center.
People sat in their respective chairs and few spoke. Most of the action
was in the halls, where the public phones were located. People were
making frantic calls to their loved ones and insurance companies. I
finally contacted my father and arranged for him to pick me up.
The common room at the shelter contained mostly elderly
beach residents. They looked at us and smiled when we walked in.
They asked us where we were from and how bad it was. In the shelter,
you hear nothing of what's going on except from new arrivals.
"I saw a house burning down as we flew over the Grape."
Two students who lived on Fairfield Beach Road had been evacuated
by helicopter and had fresh details of what was happening.
I wandered outside to see a helicopter landing in the soccer
field behind Ludlow. The copter was huge and impressive. It
hovered ten feet off the ground, motionless, and then accelerated into
the sky, returning to save more lives.
The WVIT news crew was there and I yearned to tell the
public my tale. Unfortunately, I never made it to prime time. I
watched helplessly as the bright light of the camera shown on both of
my housemates and ignored me. They interviewed the victims, the
Red Cross volunteers, the firemen. Everyone except me.
Finally my father arrived at the shelter to take me home. I
sank into the front seat and let out a deep breath. I let the warm leather
of his Audi engulf me. I was asleep in five minutes.
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What In The World

Did You Hear?

Clinton's New Agenda

Debra De Shong and Megan Harvist
News Editor
Assistant News Editor

Megan Harvist
Assistant News Editor

* Due to continued annual losses, several large corporations have ousted their top brass in
efforts to increase profits and stock prices. Among the lucky losers are executives from American
Express, I.B.M., and Westinghouse. Sears, Roebuck and Company has ceased its catalog and will close
113 stores in their efforts at economic recovery.

President Clinton is
beginning to try to refocus his
Presidency on jobs, health care, and
balancing the budget. His focus on
the economy was curbed last week
by the controversy over gays in the
military. This issue continues to
remain in the forefront of his
Presidency.
Last week. President
Clinton restated his intention to
remove the ban against homosexuals
in the military despite oppositions
from Joint Chiefs of Staff. Opponents
to Clinton's compromise on gays in
the military will push for a Senate
vote to make the ban permanent but
probably can't win. Defense
secretary Les Aspin reportedly is
considering banning gays from
combat or segregating them in
separate barracks as part of Clinton' s
final action on the issue in July.

* In attempting to come through on his pledge to help the children of our nation, President
Clinton is considering a plan under which the Federal Government and states would buy up all childhood
vaccines and, in turn, distribute them free of charge to public clinics and private doctors' offices to ensure
that all children are vaccinated. The idea is supported by leading pediatricians and child-advocacy
groups but opposed by drug companies.
* Igniting new concerns that it is secretly developing a nuclear weapon, North Korea has
rebuffed a request by the International Atomic Energy Agency to visit two sites that Western
intelligence agencies say are linked to production. Intelligence reports also state that North Korea has
probably produced more plutoniijm than it has admittedly . . ,, ,.
* It seems as if George Bush left office just in time. Anew book by former Secretary of State
George Shultz disputes Bush's assertions that he only had vague knowledge of the arms-for-hostages
deal in the mid 1980's.
* President Clinton named his wife,Hillary Rodham Clinton, to lead six cabinet secretaries in
dealing with the national health care overhaul. This is expected to be the most difficult issue of Clinton's
presidency. Mrs. Clinton and members of the President's Task Force on National Health Care Reform
will be working around the clock to prepare a health care plan to submit to Congress. The plan should
be written by the end of May.

Clinton is trying to
focus on other issues as well.
This Monday, February 1, he
met with members of the
national association of
Governors concerning the
health care topic. He hopes to
see a family leave bill passed
by Congress and name a task
force on welfare reform.
Reducing or freezing
the social security cost of living
adjustment is being considered
to cut the deficit. However,
several Democratic Senators
ruled out this possibility.
Republicans are opposed to
Clinton's consideration of an
energy tax instead of a middle
class tax cut.
"The reality is., the
middle class is going to be
asked to pay higher taxes," said
Senate Minority Leader Robert
Dole, R-Kansas, on NBC's
Meet The Press.

*Hospitals can be hazardous to people's health, especially those who are over 75 years old. Dr.
Morton Creditor of the University of Kansas Medical Center in Kansas City reviewed studies of
hospitalized people and found that being forced to stay in bed and having their daily routines disrupted
had negative effects on elderly people. Some of these included reduced amounts of blood in circulation
which can cause low blood pressure, dizziness, and falls.
*The United States owes almost one-third of the United Nations' peacekeeping operations bill.
In less than three years, the bill has increased to $3 billion annually. U.S. Ambassador Madeleine
Albright faces an unpaid U.S. peacekeeping bill of $258 million and the total U.S. peacekeeping bill will
increase to $900 million this year. Because of its role as a superpower in the world, the U.S. has agreed
to pay the biggest peacekeeping assessment-30.4%.
*Nearly 300 Haitians at the U.S. Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba began a hunger strike
until they are admitted to the U.S.A., according to their lawyer. Most of the Haitians are infected with
the AIDS virus.
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Berry Celebrates Legend
of Martin Luther King
Jessica Nutley
Staff Writer
"Commit yourself to the
causes King cared about..do it for
your country," was the suggestion
offered by Dr. Mary Frances Berry
on how we could complete Martin
Luther King, Jr.'s "unfinished
agenda." Dr. Berry spoke at the
Quick Center last week as part of
Fairfield's Eighth Annual Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday
Observance.
The ceremony began
with brief speeches by Bonita
Thompson, president of UMOJA,
the African-American Student
Organization and Larri Mazon,
Director of Multicultural Relations
and Student Academic Services.
Rev. David Jordan-Haas of the
Campus Ministry invited the
audience to remember Dr. King
with their prayers.
The guest speaker, Dr.
Berry, is a professor at the
University of Pennsylvania. She
had served as a Commissioner on
the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights since 1980. She was fired
in 1983 by President Reagan for
her outspoken criticism of the
Administration's civil rights
policies, but later sued in federal
court and was reinstated. She
commented, "The happiest day of
my life was when Reagan fired
me. I was fired because I did what
I was supposed to do."
Dr. Berry spoke of Dr.
King not as an elevated demigod,
but as a person with faults and

insecurities. In recent years, there
has been much debate on his
character. "We celebrate him not
for perfection, but for what he
did..History is a pack of tricks
played on the dead," said Berry.
She also emphasized that the
celebration should be for all
Americans, not just for AfricanAmericans.
According to Dr.
Berry, Dr. King's renowned "I
Have A Dream" speech was
referred to by him as the
"bounced check" speech because
of insufficient funds'. The
government wasn't able to put
up the "collateral" that he called
for. Dr. King won the Nobel
Prize at age 34 and was seen as
an international symbol of

justice. Dr. King's popularity waned
as his vocal opposition to the Vietnam
War intensified. He especially
angered other blacks because they
felt that it wasn't his place to speak
out against the war. He was
assassinated on April 4, 1968 in
Memphis, Tn, while trying to help
sanitation workers organize.
Dr. Berry speculated on how
it would be if he were still alive
today. She believes he would
probably be appalled at the bigotry
that is still prevalent and also at the
fact that there is still separate but
equal education, even after the
landmark Supreme Court case in 1955
which mandated integration in
schools. His death prevents us from
ever knowing what else he might
have accomplished in his lifetime.

Computer Seminars For
Students
To register for any classes listed below,
please call ACS at extension 4077. Class
size will be limited so please call early.

Introduction to UNIX-Feb.8,1:30 pm
to 3 pm
Introduction to Internet-Feb.9, 9 am
to 10:30 am
Introduction to Electronic Mail-Feb.
11, 9:45 am to 10:45 am

Security Urges Caution
after Recent Attack
Debra De Shong
News Editor
Fairfield University is no exception to the nationwide epidemic
of violence against women. For the second time in one year, a female
student was assaulted while walking on campus. On Sunday, January
24, at about 9 p.m., a woman student was walking on the service roac
behind Bellarmine Hall and was grabbed from behind. Luckily she was
able to break away and seek help at a Residence Hall. The last such
attack occurred last October near Gonzaga Hall.
As a result of this recent attack, the Security Department is
urging all students to be in an alert mindset. Glen Griffin, assistanl
director of Security, said, "This is not the time to be giving the benefii
of the doubt. If you see a person that makes you uncomfortable, call
Security immediately."
Tips For Assault Prevention
Be Alert! Know your surroundings and be aware of who is in
front of and behind you.
Don't take shortcuts through parking lots and woods ii
you're alone or if they are known to be problem areas.
If at all possible, don't carry a purse. If you must, keep your
money and credit cards in a pocket or some other place.
Carry as little cash as possible.
Walk on highly traveled streets and at night travel only in
well-lit areas.
Carry your keys in your hand as you approach your room or
office so you don't have to fumble for them outside your door
If someone attacks, don't resist unless you feel your life is in
danger and you believe it in your best interest.
Remain calm and get the best possible description of your
attacker. Starting from head working down to feet.
If assaulted on campus report it to the Security Department
immediately at 254-4090 or Ext. 4090.

FUSA SPECIAL EVENTS PRESENTS...

BAUOON-0-GRAMS
SEND ' EM A BUNCH OF
& SHOW 'EM HOW MUCH YOU CARE!
Great for Birthdays Anniversaries,
Get Wells, & all Holidays.
Big Bunch - $10 -12 balloons
Small Bunch - $7 - 7 balloons
• Orders must be received one week in
advance
• Drop your orders in Campus Mail c/o FUSA
Box P
• Delivers to all campus locations
• Make checks payable to F.U. Student
Association
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My Big Mouth
fedgie Fever Beats Tube Top Rage
Dana Felmlee
Features Editor
One of the great joys I
in
my
life—besides!
brownies— is going to the I
gym after a long day ofl
staring at computer screens I
and babbling Ph.D's.I justj
like to sweat like a pig. I pull I
my hair into a sloppy ponytail, I
i wash off all makeup,and put I
on my tent-like tee shirt thatl
reaches roughly to mid-calf,
my old grey cotton bilking!
Ishorts and my Nikes from high school. Then I pray hard!
[hoping that I don't bump into anybody I know. You might!
[say I'm not exactly the pinnacle of fashion in the aerobics!
[studio. I opt for comfort while I work my body into cardiac|
larrest.
But apparentlycomfort is not the priorityof most of
Ithe people at this gym. Because as I hopped madly up andl
[down to tacky club music and the perky prodding of the!
[cheerleader-type instructor last night, it dawned on me thatl
[the thirty-seven women with raging wedgies were not thel
[product of poor denier coverage engineering, nor were their)
[outfits on backwards. These women had wedged lycra into)
[their butts ON PURPOSE. I tugged at my panty line with a|
|growing sense of anxiety and horror.
The really disguisting part of this anecdote is that itj
|wasn't just people with buns of steel that wore these thongs.)
[Large cottage cheesey rumped women pulled these things)
[between their cheeks. Old women who had nothing better to)
[do in retirement than diet and work out till they looked)
[anemic didn't have cheeks anymore, the loop of the thong|
[just hung between their skinny legs.
The thong was brought into the mainstream byl
Ibrilliant designers sitting around at their favorite hot oill
[wrestling night club. They probally thought convincing)
[women that it's cool to feel like you have a load in your pants|
[would be a great way to get them to show their rear ends off.|
[This was more clever than than tube tops!
You pick a wedgie, not plant a wedgie.
I'll be glad to see the day when tacky accoutrements)
llike the thong fall out of favor with the especially zealous)
[exercise crowd. I can say with all honesty it is not out of
[personal jealousy that I hope people stop wearing the thong.
[On the contrary most people who wear it only don't knowl
[how bad they really look in it. It's embarassing to admit, but)
[simply put, the thong looks so uncomfortable it makes me|
Ipick my own wedgie.
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Is the Class of '96 Evacuating?
Jennifer Marsh
Staff Writer
College
life—the
freedom, the parties, the work,
new friends. . .so many factors
make up what is supposed to be
"the best four years of your life."
With their first semester behind
them, the class of 1996 got their
first taste of Fairfield and
according to the recent number of
potential freshman transfers,
many students were dissatisfied
with their choice of school. But
why? How does being a freshman
at Fairfield University compare
to the college life of friends at

A student peruses college handbooks.

other schools? Apparently, this campus is lacking something.
Many factors go into a student's decision to transfer schools. Cash flow problems are a reality for
many students. In today's economy, dishing out almost $20,000 a year for a college education is outrageous
and has forced some students to leave the University. Although having to leave due to financial problems is
not usually by the student's will, many people want to leave voluntarily.
Throughout the fall semester, a common claim was made about the dying social life on and off the

"I feel watched
over and restricted and that
has made me
think about
transferring."
—

Fairfield campus. Apparently this is one of the major reasons why many
students are contemplating transferring to another school. The number
of transfers this past semester was approximately 80 students, while talk
of more people wanting to transfer continues.
What causes a student to be so unhappy that he or she
would want to transfer from Fairfield? The most common reason talked
about is the new strict policies. Many social activities of the past have
completely disappeared and freshmen are desperately looking for
something to do. Once the weekend rolls around, many go in -search of
townhouse parties. However, with the new townhouse policy, freshmen
are not usually welcome. The beach is generally the biggest attraction for
students although freshmen are not exactly welcome there either due to

past incidents of theft and problems with the police. Other students spend weekends watching TV or movies
in their rooms or even go home if the opportunity arises.Thursday nights are a big night for freshmen.
"Giovanna's" is always a place to go, although too much of one thing can be a bore.
There is a frustrated, unhappy atmosphere hovering over the campus this year due to many changes
in University policies. Freshmen hear stories of the past and see just how much is missing this year. Apparently,
this is a topic that comes up when people discuss the possibility of transferring.
One anonymous freshman said, "For the amount of money that my parents are paying for me to go
here, I don't feel I'm getting a complete college experience. Compared to my friends at others schools, I feel
watched over and restricted and that has made me think about transferring."
Although this isn't necessarily the case with every freshman, it seems to be a common complaint.
Kristin Barrett, a sophomore, summed up what most freshmen discovered over the past semester. "As a
sophomore looking at the freshmen class and their social life, I realize just how much has changed in just one
year. At the beach they don't feel welcome and the townhouses are not accessible at all due to the new rules.
This results in them not meeting any upperclassmen. The freshmen have nowhere to go to have fun so I'd say
the social life is definitely a big reason why people want to transfer."
With the 80 students who did transfer this past semester, it is difficult to predict how many more will
do so at the end of the year. The effects of such radical changes made in University policies are already
beginning to show. Will something be done to unlock this tension? Hopefully, for it won't be long before the
Fairfield University campus becomes a ghost town.

Focus on Female
Enthusiasm
for GenderFocus Classes
May Prove
That Fairfield
Isn't "The
Boys Club"
After All
Kristi Olsen
Staff Writer
You don't have to buy a
copy of Ms. magazine to find
feminism at Fairfield. And this
doesn't include the issue of
renaming the Stag-Her Inn. The
Women's Studies Reading/
Discussion Group was formed last
semester to read and discuss
articles
involving
issues

concerning women's place in
society and the constant struggle
against traditional views.
Organized by Johanna Garvey and
Sally O'Driscoll, the group
consists of different faculty, staff,
and students from different areas
of study, all with similar concerns.
Monthly meetings are
held on Fridays from 11:45 -1 PM
in Donnarumma 330. The group
hopes to be more successful this
semester with increased student
interest among both females and
males. Its goal is to produce
awareness and, perhaps, prove that
Fairfield is not as conservative as
it seems. The next scheduled
meeting is on Friday, February 19
for the reading of Gayle Rubin's
"The Traffic of Women."
Schedules and readings are*
available in the English
Department.
Women's studies have
become increasingly popular in
several of the academic
departments as well. Flipping
through the course catalog, you
might notice an underlying theme

photo: L. Marchetti

It's Official!
Women's Studies
Minor Now Offered

involving women's issues with
classes ranging from Modern

Women Writers to Feminist
Theology and Feminist Political
Thought. Classes such as these have
generated much excitement and
success. And as a result of this
popularity, a women' s studies minor
has been initiated for next semester.
Credits are to be available for a
variety of classes along with a
required Introduction to Women's
Studies class.

Dana Felmlee
Features Editor
On Monday, February
1, the Academic Council
approved a Women's Studies
Minor by unanimous vote. The
eighteen-credit minor will
require an Introduction to
Women'sStudies course which
will be offered in the fall
semester. Classes will count
double for core and minor
requirements. The co-directors
of the program are Dr. Lucy
Katz, a lawyer and Business
professor, and Dr. Johanna
Garvey of the English
Department.
Courses are offered in
English, Sociology, History,
Modern
Languages,
Psychology and Politics, "with
more courses to come," says
Garvey. "A coordinating
committee
will
be
distinguishing which classes
will be accepted into the minor."

Features
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Finally! A Job!

Around Campus

Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief

How many times have you
seen the elusive Aloysius,
University President Fr. Kelly?

Andersen Consulting's
Great Hiring Tradition
at Fairfield Continues

Many companies who visit campus come to recruit but not to hire,. However, Andersen
Consulting,, a branch of Arthur Anderson & Co., has several job openings and intends to fill them with
Fairfield graduates. Anderson Consulting will hold an information session today, February 4, at 5:30 p.m.
in the Oak Room to discuss career opportunities in Management Information Consulting.
Rob Hilliard, a Fairfield alumnus from the class of '83 and a manager with Anderson Consulting,
will conduct the information session.
"We're going to try to explain what Anderson Consulting is all about and what we do," says Hilliard.
He hopes to collect 10% of all seniors' resumes so that the firm can fill as many positions as possible
with the most compatible people.
Anderson Consulting is a partnership, not a company. In the 1950s, Arthur Anderson started doing
management consulting and soon blossomed into separate business units. Anderson Consulting is the
information consulting business unit. As a partnership, the firm has a five-step career development path,

"Never in person-just in
pictures."
Tara Cahill '94

"I've talked to him 3 or 4
times, FUSA connections."
Annie Heckenberger '95
&
starting with staff consultant and working up to senior partner, rather than a highly-stratified business
climate. That means that employees of Anderson Consulting will constantly advance. This dynamic work
environment translates into continuous hiring into the firm.
"We want people who want to progress, to move up," Hilliard says. "We are constantly hiring,
because if we stop, that stops the chain of advancement."
As information consultants, Anderson Consulting' s employees "help companies apply information
technologies to their business," explains Hilliard. "We help them use computers and other high technology
to make their business more profitable, more efficient, more effective... whatever their goals are."
This process is known as "reengineering," the latest buzzword for bringing companies into the '90s
by introducing them to the technology that will make them competitive and effective.
According to Hilliard, employment opportunities with Anderson Consulting are varied and call for
a variety of majors. He hopes to even out the technical people with people from other academic backgrounds.
Students of all majors who are interested in finding out if Anderson Consulting is compatible with
their career interests should come to the Oak Room, with their resumes, today at 5:30. Pizza and soda will
be served.

"About five times collec
tively-he's shorter in per
son.
Spider and Dan Forgie '93

Fairfield Faces
Senior Victoria Hoffs Achievements Have Only Just Begun
Jen McChesney
Staff Writer
Senior Victoria Hoff
moved to the United States from
Liberia when she was seven, and
has since been living in Waterbury,
CT.
When comparing the US
to Liberia, Victoria sees the two as
being very similar, "although the
social value system is much stricter
in Liberia." she says. She feels
that life in the United States,
however, is a double-edged sword.
Career opportunities are more
diverse, but there are so many
directions one could choose to

the
Medical
Advancement
Academic Program at
the University of
Virginia School of
Medicine. This step
will help her on her
way to medical
school. She attended
classes in Biology,
Physics,
and
Chemistry,
and
prepared for the
MCAT, the national
exam for entrance
into medical school.

pursue that it is
"easy to get off
track" from one's
goal or purpose in
life.
Victoria
has high ambitions
she is confident of
attaining.
A
Biology major, she
is actively pursuing
a career as a
physician
specializing in
primary care.
Last
summer Victoria
was chosen to join
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medicine doesn't consume all of
her time. Victoria played the
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Storm Front: The Many Faces of Nor'Easter Beth
December 11, 1992
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Editorial/Commentary

nflating the Service
Economy

In an Inaugural speech that was
pitifully short on spark and thankfully short
in length, President Bill Clinton's one
striking message was a "call to service."
He targeted the younger generation as
the leaders of tomorrow.
Here at Fairfield University, students
have been answering that call since long
before Clinton uttered it. Through Campus
Ministry, they have seen countless
opportunities to serve others and have
stepped forward to embrace them.
Fairfield students have worked in
soup kitchens and as tutors in inner-city
schools. They have taken part in projects
such as Habitat for Humanity and Urban
Plunge. They have become Mission
Volunteers to Ecuador, Jamaica, and
Haiti. They have gone on to serve in the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps and the Peace
Corps.
In the midst of all the attacks
launched against Fairfield students, one
element of these college kids is
indisputable: their unselfish dedication
to service. Not because it looks good on
their resume, or because they are looking
for praise.
Because that's what they have been
called to do.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
Hi everyone! Welcome
back — one semester down and
one to go. I hope you all enjoyed
the holidays. But the party is over.
It's time to rock.
We here at The Mirror are
looking forward to a great second
semester. We have a lot of goodies
lined up, including Valentine' s Day
messages next week, the lampoon
issue in April, and the senior edition to close out the year. If anyone
has any submissions for any of
these special issues or for any other
editions of the newspaper this semester, please let us know.
We'll be accepting
Valentine's Day messages for the

remainder of the week, so hurry
down to the mailroom and get in
your sweet nothings to your little
wonderbuns or sugarlips right now!
Seniors, it's never too early
to get your submissions in for the
senior edition. Send all photos,
superlatives, sendoffs, and

goodbyes in care of me, Box AA.
Be sure to put your name and box
number on the back of each photo,
along with the names of everyone
appearing in the photo — and a
clever caption if you have one —
and I'll make sure I return all of
your photos by the end of the year.
I'm really excited about
this Spring semester, and a little
depressed, because it's my final
one here at Fairfield. I hope to go
out with a bang, so if you have any
questions or comments, feel free to
drop us a line at Box AA, call us at
extension 2533, or stop by our office in Gonzaga, across from the
deli.
Good luck in all you do
this semester, and always.
Peace.

Letters to the Editor
Family of Jamie Cantwell thanks University.
To the Editor:
Last Spring, through the
efforts of Michael Connolly, the
Regis Hall RA Staff, and students
of Regis Hall, approximately
$650.00 was collected from the
Fairfield University community.
The money was contributed to the
Juvenile Diabetes Foundation and
Children's Hospital of Philadel-

phia, to support vital research
aimed at finding a cure for diabetes, in memory of our son and
brother, Jamie Cantwell.
On November 18, 1992, a
special ceremony was held at
Children's Hospital during which
a plaque was dedicated. It is prominently displayed on the first floor
of the hospital, and recognizes
memorial donations of $1000.00

or more.
Because of your kindness
and extraordinary generosity, one
of the tributes on the plaque reads,
"IN LOVING MEMORY OF
JAMES
ANDREW
CANTWELL."
We thank you very, very
much.
The Cantwell Family

Storm victims extend gratitude to University community.
To the Editor:
On Friday, December 11,
1992, a flood forced the Fairfield
University student beach residents
to evacuate their homes.
On behalf of the entire
beach community, we would like
to extend our deepest gratitude to
the many people who assisted us
during the flood, and in its
aftermath. The actions and caring
of the following people made a
difficult situation a lot easier.
We would like to thank
the
Fairfield
University
Administration for their concern,
and most importantly, their call to
action in taking care of the students.
The administration provided
students with housing, generously
donated meals from Seilers,
updated us regarding new
developments, and delivered an

amicable solution concerning final
exams.
FUSA proved exactly
how valuable and loyal it is to its
students. President Steve Shannon
demonstrated his leadership ability
by reacting to the events and
anticipating problems and their
solutions. The final exam proposal,
orchestrated by Steve and Vice
President John Fink, was received
with praise from students and
administration. We are lucky to
have such a strong leader
representing us.
Next, we would like to
thank the countless friends living
in the townhouses and the dorms
who gave us places to sleep,
clothes, and most of all, a laugh
when we needed it. Your generosity
will not be forgotten.
Thank you to our
professors who responded with

fairness and understanding, and
who assisted us in making the right
decision concerning our final
semester grades.
After the flood, the
Fairfield Police Department
barricaded roads around the beach
for everyone' s safety and the safety
of our homes against looters. We'd
like to thank them for their patience
and protection.
Lastly, we thank our
landlords who took quick action in
getting the situations fixed and
seeing that we were taken care of.
All of these people played
key roles in the flood situation and
their efforts and concern are
greatly, greatly appreciated.
Thanks again!
Hightide
Pier 7
Albino Frog

Fishbowl
Loud House
Lobster Trap

De Shong's article receives strong response from alumna.
To the Editor:
After reading the article
by Mirror News Editor, Debra
DeShong, entitled "Forum Exposes
Censorship on Campus," I was
horrified. I question the judgment
of the individual or individuals who
made the decision regarding the
exclusion of condoms during AIDS
Awareness Week discussions. My
first thought was, it should have
been renamed "Censored and
Incomplete Discussions on AIDS."
To solve the problem, why couldn't
a statement, such as "although not
advocated as acceptable by the
Catholic Church, condoms can be
used as a means of preventing the
spread of AIDS," to be included in
the discussions to echo the teaching

of the Catholic Church but also
informing the students? Just by
mentioning condoms it is not
saying go out and have sex, it is
saying you are an adult and as an
adult you have a responsibility to
yourself and others for your actions.
I was also rather surprised
to read about this type of censorship
on campus. Last year I attended a
meeting held in Dolan Hall about
the gay/lesbian/straight group on
campus. I was impressed at the fact
that the University was not
preventing the group from starting
despite the sentiments of the
Catholic Church regarding this
topic. I would think that this was a
more progressive step for the
University than mentioning
condoms during AIDS Awareness

Week.
I am constantly hearing
discussions about bringing the
youth back to the Catholic Church,
but after reading this article, I'm
curious how this can happen. It is
no mystery why problems exist, if
the sentiments of the Church are so
out of touch with reality! Current
and future generations will
continue to change and leave the
Church behind. The proportion of
HIV positive college students is
staggering. As a learning institution
I would hope that all the
information would be offered to
students, and from that point, allow
them to use their own minds to
decide on the path they will take.
Kimberly DiMeoIa '92
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"I Gotta Say It Was A Good Day."
"...It's better than bad, it's good."
Nick Ritrivi
Commentary Editor Emeritus
Feminism, feminism,
feminLsm/erninisntfeminisTTi/eminism.
All right that should do it.
I figured this paper needed a little
more feminism in it. Now I'll start.
...CLICK
"—ay morning, February
4,1993. It should be much warmer
than usual, with temperatures
jumping way into the 80s. There is
no rain in the forecast, and the
weekend looks to be just as
beautiful."
After I shut the radio off I
jumped into the shower. Oddly
enough it didn't take the normal 30
minutes to start pumping warm
water out. After a quick rinsing, I
went down to grab a quick meal
before Dr. Lane's class.
Looked in the freezer, it
was full of Eggo waffles, instead
of the Pathmark brand I bought.
Decided to have a bowl of Friuty
Pebbles instead, didn't remember
buying them at the store, though.
Walked to class, everyone
said hello to everyone else. Thought
that was a little weird.
Got to Lane's class, sat
down by the window, forgot we
had an exam. He walked in, decided
that it would be better if we
canceled the test and went to the
Grape. We agreed.
On the way, stopped off
at the Registrar. I needed to change
a class. They said that they were on
lunch breaks but decided to help

me anyway. Offered me a slice of
pizza too. Didn't have to pay the
ten bucks on the way out. One
secretary said,"Ah, keep it, we
charge you enough in tuition
anyway."
Saw signs in the Canisius
hallway, "Spring concert : Bruce
Springsteen - tickets go on sale
tomorrow." Decided I'd finally go
to a concert here.
Walked to the Campus
Center, had a package slip in my
box. Went to claim the package,
talked to the mail window lady.
SJ\e told me they would now be
open on Saturdays like every other
Post Office in the USA.
Package was full of
Lucky Charms. Figured out that I
must have won the Channel 8 kid's
club January contest.
Got in my car and drove
to the Grape to meet the rest of the
class. Turned on WVOF. The DJ
said that as part of a new format
they would no longer play any
music heard on DRE. Garth
Brooks' remake of "Walking After
Midnight" came on. I sat and
listened for a bit, "/ stop to see a
weeping willow, cryin' on its
pillow, maybe it's cryin' for me.
And as the sky turned gloomy,
night winds whispered to me, I'm
lonesome as I can be, I go out
walkin after midnight..."
Got to the Grape, they
were having a midday drink special,
thought that was real weird, Drink
special, at the Grape? It's not
Shaeffer?
Talked to Dr. Lane for a

bit, after a few drinks he started
talking slower. He even said to me,
"You know Nick, I've always
thought New York is a better city
than Boston. New York makes
Boston look like Easton, Ct."
Got back to campus,
picked up a paper. The New York
Times reported that scienti sts found
the cure for AIDS, Mayor Dinkins
was impeached, Hillary Clinton
was impeached, the Buffalo Bills
were impeached and the tolls on
the Throgs Neck Bridge would now
only be 50 cents each way. Looked
at the sports section, Magic had a
triple double against the Suns last
night. The Mets traded Joe Orsulak
to the Expos for Delino Deshields,
Marquis Grissom and Larry
Walker.
Picked up a copy of the
Mirror, found out that the
administration decided to lower
tuition, along with room and board.
$4995 all together. Didn't see
anything about the Stag-Her Inn in
the paper, thought that was really
really weird.

I noticed that the seniors
would be allowed to stay in the
townhouses the night of graduation.
I also read we would be given,
along with our diplomas, a bottle
of lighter fluid to burn ourcouches
with, after we turn in our caps and
gowns.
Started walking to main
campus when I saw a Security
guard taking tickets off of cars.
Went to play basketball
over by Campion, then I heard
someone call out, "Hey can you
help us with this keg, we're trying
to get it into the dorm?" Started
helping them, when a Security
guard pull up.
"What's this? You guys
trying to bring an unregistered keg
into the dorm? Well, I don't think
so. You guys are much too small to
carry something that heavy. Let
me help you."
Got the keg into the dorm,
played ball, got back to my house
around seven.
Ate dinner, saw an Ice
Cube video on MTV " Now I Gotta
Wet'cha". Listened for a bit, "S-IM-l Valley for the KKK, Raliegh a
place on the map where the order
is, where devils can beat up a
motorist. Got nothing but a slap on
the wrist, gorillas, gorillas, report
to the mist..."
Got dressed, went to the
townhouse Naut, (Now when the
hell did they start this up again?)
About 1 a.m. went to
Dunkin Donuts to grab some
coffee. Ran into six Security
guards. They asked me if I wanted

to go bowling and get some Elio's
Cheese pizza made fresh daily in
the Fairfield Bowling Alley.
Decided to get out of there
and go to McDonalds on the
turnpike. A car jacker walked up to
me, pointing a gun, flipped me a
set of keys to an Acura Legend.
"It's mine, I'm sick of it. I've had
it too long, there must be 5,000
miles on it, take it or I shoot."
Drove the Legend home.
Watched some TV.
Romper Room was on, "...and I
see Terry, Ari, Johanna, Moonlight
Star, Abdulla, Roslita, Elmer and
Nick."
Turned on channel five,
Different Strokes was on. Mr.
Carlson was the guest star. "Hey
Arnold, Dudley, after we watch
the naked mice cartoon I know a
great game we can play, it's called
Tarzan of the Jungle. Just don't tell
your parents..."
Listened to messages on
my answering machine. "Nick, it's
mom, we got a letter here which
says you won the Ed McMahon
Publishers Clearing House
Sweepstakes, something like five
million. Oh yeah, you also won the
Channel 8 kids clu—
CLICK
"—ay morning, February
4, 1993. Rain mixed with snow
today. The temperatures should
reach into the 30s. If you're looking
to do something this weekend,
you'd better reschedule. The
weather looks like it will hold like
this for another three months and
two weeks."

Fun at the Registrar on a Wednesday
Jennifer E. Edwards
Commentary Editor
The mad rush of drop/
add, buying books, and moving
back into my dorm room after a 14hour drive signaled the beginning
of my sixth semester at Fairfield.
I'll never understand why we are
not allowed to move into our dorms
any earl ier than a day before classes
begin. I envy my friends at other
schools who have the leisure of
moving back to school up to a
week before classes start.
I went over the the circus,
known as the registrar's office, to
drop and add a class. I wanted to
drop a class that I had signed up for
to fill up my schedule and add

anatomy and physiology. Icouldn't
get into the day class, so I tried to
get into the Continuing Ed class.
I was told that I needed
permission from the dean, so I
explained my situation to the dean' s
secretary. "
Hi! I'd like to take
anatomy through Continuing Ed
to fill my science core requirement
and I can't fit the day class in my
schedule." The secretary glares at
me and asks," How many spots are
left in the class? Do you really
need to be in this class? I really
doubt you'll get in."
The dean ushers me into
his office, looks at my form, and
says," You're an English major."
"Yes." "And you want to take a

Biology class ?" "Yes, I am
interested in anatomy and
physiology.
"I took it in high school
and I really enjoyed the class. I
also need a course to fulfill my
science requirement. It shouldn't
matter that I am an English major."
"But it does. You realize
that this is a highly unusual request
and we don't normally allow
English majors into a continuing
Ed bio class."
I stared at him for a few
moments and replied," You aren't
doing much to encourage a love of
learning. If I want to take a class I
should be allowed to."
He stared back for a few
moments and signed my form

while saying, "I'll sign this but I
don't think it will do any good.
You still have to get permission of
the Continuing Ed dean."
I thanked him and started
to trek up to Dolan. Continuning
Ed denied my request for the class.
After the long struggle of
trying to get into the class, the back
and forth between deans and
secretaries, I dragged myself back
to the registrar office and signed
up for a fine arts course.
They deleted one line and
typed in a four digit number to
display the new class.
"$10, please."
I
looked at her
disbelievingly, "$10 for deleting
one line and adding another?"

"Yes."
I begrudgingly paid my
ten dollars and wondered what I
would have to pay for next-day
mailroom service. Will I have to
pay the mailroom attendant next
time I pick up a package?
Core courses are
supposed to encourage the
development of the Jesuit ideal in
each student.
I agree that core courses
are important to open up new
ideas and classes that I wouldn't
normally take, but it should be
easier to get into classes to fulfill
these requirements.
After all, is college all
about learning, or is it about forms
and lines and money?

Face Problems Now Instead of Crises Later
Kurt Hackbarth
Staff Writer
During his campaign for the Presidency, Bill Clinton pledged as one of his campaign promises to end the ban on homosexuals in the military. Although it generated
emotion on either side, particularly from certain interest groups, the issue was nonetheless justifiably drowned out by the more pressing problems of the economy, deficit,
health care, and foreign policy.
But now that President Clinton has been inaugurated and has actually planned to carry out one of his campaign promises, "homosexuals in the military" has taken
center stage. Clinton says he's going to lift the ban, but he faces opposition from the military, Congress, and the public, and backs off saying he'll compromise and do it in six
months. Congress talks about enacting the ban into a law that Clinton can't overturn with an executive order, possibly instigating a veto battle. And a federal judge in
California has ruled the ban unconstitutional, possibly instigating a litigious battle that could drag on and on...
The obsession in Washington (particularly in Congress) with the ban on homosexuality is another sad example of our government avoiding the difficult choices it
must make. This is an issue where it is easy for Congressmen and others to make virulent, impassioned speeches for or against, all the while avoiding the red ink continuing
to pile up, the 35 million Americans without health care, the decay of the inner cities, or what to do in Bosnia. It is analogous to the kid in his room who, faced with a
research paper and calculus problems on his desk, decides to tackle cleaning out his closet (no pun intended). Not to say that this issue is not important—it confronts
problems like discrimination, morality, lifestyle, and fairness to our fighting men—but is it worth giving it six months or more on center stage when the President has yet to
release the economic plan he promised for us by Inauguration Day, for example?
We have done the same thing here at Fairfield—look at the Stag-Her Inn debate. Sure it is important, dragging in topics like censorship, political correctness, and
offensiveness, but how long is this going to drag out? Isn't it safe to say that this is an easy topic to soapbox about, while avoiding the more difficult challenges facing this
University? It is time we as a college, and as a country, put these issues in perspective and address what truly needs to be addressed now, or we will have no choice but to
confront them down the road as crises, rather than just problems.
Shifting gears, why is it that the FUSA Presidential debates were held at noon? So that students could catch maybe a few minutes of it between lunch and classes?
Why were they hardly even publicized? If the catch slogan around here truly is "be informed," then the debates should be at night so that a larger percentage of students can
actually hear what their next president would like to do. Otherwise, what is the point of having them?
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Name That Goon

Change For FUSA is Necessary
Louis Spadaccini

Assistant Commentary Editor
Now that the heated
campaign for FUSA president is
over, the real work begins.
The challenges that lie
ahead for FUSA are greater than
any election.
FUSA
needs
to
establish itself as the mouthpiece
of the student body. There's a
false perception that FUSA
doesn't care to confront the
administration on controversial
policies. There are active people
promoting change, but their
efforts either didn't get enough
support or were spurned by the
administration.
Despite their initial
calls to work out differences, the
administration hasn't made a
serious effort to reach a
compromise on disputed new
policies. Little or no headway
was gained towards settling the
to wnhouse party problems or the
graduation day ultimatum.
Many of the people
who spent last semester trying to
negotiate with the administration
are tired. They dedicated
^countless hours to drawing up
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specific proposals, surveying
student opinion and trying to reach
a common ground. Their efforts
were largely rejected and without
much indication of where or how
to continue.
Where does FUSA go
from here? Its leaders need to take
a hard look at the group's priorities
and make some decisions.
Programming concerts
and dances is a great part of FUSA.
It takes a lot of effort to organize
those events and make them a
success.
But, students rely on their
government for more than
programming.
If FUSA fails to advocate
the student body's concerns, then
who will? There is no other campus
organization equipped to assume
such a role. A good student
government has two arms,
programming and legislating.
At Fairfield, one arm is
strong, but the other is very weak.
Measures must be taken to make
these two arms equal.
FUSA leaders should
begin by taking a greater interest in
University Council. Though it is
one of the most powerful groups
on campus, few people bother to

go to the public meetings. FUSA
appoints the student members,
but doesn't lobby its agenda
effectively.
The new government
needs to unite all the leadership
factions on campus. FUSA
cabinet, Senate, Residence Hall
Government, and UNITE all
have the same goals, but they're
not working together.
If these groups pooled
their resources, they'd get more
accomplished.
The
administration is organized and
united, student government must
be the same.
Finally,
FUSA
shouldn't be afraid to take a risk
or two. It's wise to take a cautious
approach when dealing with the
administration. Compromise is
always the best way to settle
differences, but these measures
don' t always work out and FUSA
can't give up.
The new government
has a heavy burden to carry. It
will need all the energy and
enthusiasm it can get from its
new
members.
Great
organizations constantly change
for the better and FUSA should
be no exception.

It's a new semester, write for the greatest paper ever created by mankind, the New York Times. Or you could just come to the office and
^write for the Mirror.
.

Nick Ritrivi
Commentary Editor Emeritus
Here they are — the greatest individual television episodes of
all time (They weren't meant to be funny, but they sure as hell made us
laugh):
9. Little House on The Prairie: Albert Becomes a Morphine
Addict. Who could forget Albert's sneaky trips to Doc Baker's medicine
chest? He learned a good lesson that morphine isn't the answer to your
problems. Probably the most disgusting thing about the episode was how
he puked on Pa while yelling, "Make it stop, Pa!" Albert became the first
person in history to begin the "Say No To Drugs" campaign when he
addressed the Walnut Grove Elementary School about the perils of drug
use.
j.ji yiij no '■'"""
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8. Webster: Webster Gets Robbed the First Time He Is Home
Alone. Webster, knowing that he will get to be home alone without
Ma'am and George brags to all of his buddies. Webster excited jumps
up and down on the couch, eats Ice Cream. Too bad he doesn't notice the
two thugs in the window wearing the ski masks, who eventually tie him
up like a Raggedy Andy doll. Well, to make a long story short, Webster
gets loose and outsmarts the two idiots. The underlying message of this
episode was (a) don't leave your little brat home by himself, (b) if you're
going to leave the little brat home, don't let him tell all of his buddies in
schoo,l or (c) give the little brat back to Ben Vereen, then maybe he won't
jump in front of trucks.
7. Growing Pains: Mike Seaver and Boner are called Dweebs
because They Wouldn't Snort Coke In The Bathroom. Mike, in the
process of hooking with possibly the best looking 16-year-old I've ever
seen. He's blown off when he doesn't snort coke with her. Good for him!
He's got morals. Only problem is, the usual response when someone
offers you drugs and you decline is "More for me, baby!" Personally, I
think Mike gets the girl and doesn't walk home by himself. I thought the
editorial by Mike, after the show, was very touching.

Next Week : Growing Pains, Different
Strokes and the Facts of Life top the list... to
be continued...
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Arts and Entertainment

What Exactly Is A
Letterboxed Movie
Anyway?

Chris Snyder
"
Arts & Entertainment Editor

You're so excited.
You've worked on some of the
background scenery for the
movie Star Wars, and the film
has just been released on
videotape. Now you can bring
it home, put it in the VCR, and
point out your work to your
family and friends. You
designed a beautiful planet
which should, as the film opens,
be located at the very right of the screen. The anticipation is
relentless, but when the scene appears on the television screen, the
planet you designed is not there. It has been cut out from the rest of
the picture. Disgusted, you put your head in your hands and sadly ask
yourself, "Why me?"
When movies are shown in a theater, they are played on a
screen containing a 1.85:1 aspect ratio (that is, the horizontal and
vertical length of the screen). Often, if amovie is shot in cinemascope,
the aspect ratio increases to 2.31:1. When these movies are transferred
onto videocassettes, some of the picture has to be cut out in order for
the film to fit on a much smaller television screen. Roughly, about
one third of the aspect ratio has to be eliminated. That's over 33%
less of the images that the director intended us to see in his/her
original cut!
When I watch a film at home, I want it to be as close to the
moviegoing experience as possible. I want to see everything the
director wants me to see. That's why I'm glad that many film
companies are initiating the letterbox format on some of the
videocassettes that they release, and nearly all of their laserdiscs.
The letterboxing technique allows a movie to be shown on
a television screen as it was shown in the theater, with its original
aspect ratio. In order to widen the picture, black bars have to be
placed at the top and bottom of the screen. This will make the picture
smaller, but at least you'll be seeing everything you're supposed to
see.
My perceptions of many movies have changed since I have
seen them on laserdisc in the wide screen format. Watching Star
Wars in its original aspect ratio allowed me to witness more
background scenery and special effects that I have never seen before.
, Mike Nichols' The Graduate is my personal favorite film
of all time, but I never realized how visually artistic it is until I saw
it letterboxed. The lifestyle of the protagonist, Benjamin Braddock
(Dustin Hoffman), is both confusing and bewildering to him. His
frantic state of mind is reflected in several camera shots placing him
on the screen in an off-center position. This technique is supposed
to be symbolic because Benjamin's life is off-center. When we
watch the movie in the widescreen format, we can witness this
artistry which Nichols uses; however, if we watch a non-letterboxed
version of the film on tape or on television, a third of the picture is cut
out, and Benjamin is always in the center of the screen. We would
never look at Benjamin the way Nichols wants us to.
One problem with the letterboxing system is that few
people really understand its necessity. I've heard so many people
make complaints about widescreen movies: "Owww, it hurts my
poor eyes!" "Geez, this is like trying to watch a movie in a band aid!"
"God, the picture is so small!" "What's wrong with my T.V.?"
Yes, watching movies in this process does take getting used
to, even I was hostile towards it at first, but after a while you really
come to appreciate watching the films as they're supposed to be
watched. You might even notice some details in certain scenes which
you wouldn't see on television or videocassette.
Many of Holly wood's most celebrated directors like Woody
Allen, Steven Spielberg, Martin Scorsese, Francis Ford Coppola,
and James Cameron dislike having people watch their work in
anything other than the widescreen format.
Spielberg, in an interview for Voyager's Criterion Collection
Edition of Close Encounters of the Third Kind on laserdisc,
explains why he likes his films to be letterboxed. "I incorporate a lot
of objects into the frame when I make movies. I use the entire screen
for my shots. My work looks terribly flawed if it is not shown in its
true aspect ratio."
Cameron (the directorof blockbusters like The Terminator,
The Abyss, and Aliens) recently gave his praise for letterboxing
during the transformation of Terminator 2 - Judgment Day from
the screen to home video. In a brief, supplementary, interview on the
deluxe T2 laserdisc, Cameron explains, "A film like T2, which was
shot in the 2.35:1 aspect ratio, only looks right to my eye in the
letterbox format. The shot compositions don't make as much sense
when the image is shoe-horned by cropping it to the standard 3:4
video aspect ratio. The contents of this laserdisc is by far the most
faithful presentation of the film outside of a movie theater."
Letterboxed movies are beginning to be shown more often
on television, particularly Ted Turner's TNT cable network, which
recently dedicated a whole weekend to showing some classic movies
in the widescreen format. Among them were How the West Was
Won, Spartacus, and Sugarland Express (Steven Spielberg's
motion picture debut).
So, if you are one of those people who hates those black bars
on the top and bottom of the screen, try to appreciate what they are
there for instead of complaining about them. Movies can suddenly
be much better if we witness them as they are meant to be watched.
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The Best Films of 1992
Chris Snyder
Arts & Entertainment Editor

painful,
and
ultimately
fascinating to watch.

For a while, it looked
like making a top ten list of 1992's
best films would be an impossible
task. Up until September, there
were only two or three movies
released worth looking back on,
but thanks to strong fall and
winter seasons full of quality
work, 1992 essentially ended up
being a fine year at the box office.
The following is my list
ofthe 10 best films of 1992 based
on the 130 or so that I saw.
Unfortunately, I have not yet had
an opportunity to see some ofthe
critically acclaimed independent
works that might have made my
list like The Crying Game and
Bad Lieutenant, but I have put
together a pretty impressive array
of movies nevertheless.

3) Aladdin - The people at Walt
Disney Studios have outdone
themselves with this animated
feature. This is a cartoon for all
age groups. There is plenty of
action and spectacle for the
younger audience, and a great
deal of humor for the older
audience. It is by far the most
unique animated project that
Disney has produced since
Fantasia back in the 30's.
The story in Aladdin has
been done many times before,
but never with so many twists of
originality and liveliness. A
young boy finds a magic lamp,
frees the genie, and the genie
grants him three wishes. This
plot may sound overdone, but
Robin Williams brings his odd
brand of humor to the genie's
personality, creating one of the
funniest and memorable cartoon
characters in history. It's
incredible how well his schtick
fits into the animation.
As in all Disney films,
there are villains, songs, and

1) Scent of a Woman - This was
a year which saw Al Pacino's
acting talents return to greatness.
Throughout the 70's and early
80's, Pacino was one of the
greatest actors in cinema. He
had a fiery temper which was
fascinating to watch in movies
like The Godfather, Dog Day
Afternoon, and Scarface, and
his performances lit up the screen
with
intense
energy.
Unfortunately, he took a five year
hiatus from films and lost some
of his acting firepower. He
starred in three movies (Sea of
Love, The Godfather Part III,
and Frankie and Johnny) in
which he gave, I think, lazy
performances.
In 1992,
thankfully, Pacino returned to
top form with two terrific roles.
With Scent of a
Woman, Pacino has landed the
part which should finally win
him an Oscar, and deservedly so.
His performance as a blind exwar hero trying to rediscover the
values of life is a movie classic.
Promising young actor Chris O'
Donnell plays Charlie, a college
student who is hired to spend
Thanksgiving weekend looking
after Frank, the blind, hostile
colonel currently in the midst of
a mundane, valueless life. What
Charlie doesn't know is that
Frank has secretly planned a trip
to New York City. While the
two of them embark on this
journey, they each discover more
about each other and, more
importantly, what it truly means
to live.
This is a wonderful
movie which could be compared
to a classic like Rainman. With
it's fantastic script, flawless
acting, and fine direction from
Martin Brest (Beverly Hills Cop,
Midnight Run), Scent of a
Woman is 1992's best film.
2) Glengarry Glen Ross-David
Mamet's renowned stage drama
works beautifully on the big
screen, and it has some of the
most extraordinary performances
I've seen in years. Each member
of the powerhouse cast does
Oscar caliber work. The cast
features Al Pacino, Jack
Lemmon, Alec Baldwin (in an
unforgettable ten minute scene),
Ed Harris, Alan Arkin, and Kevin
Spacey.
Mamet's script stresses
how life as a real estate salesman
can act as an emotional roller
coaster; it has its ups and downs.
The movie is filled with profanity
which might turn away some
viewers, but it is poignant,

spectacular images. Aladdin is
an absolute treat, and it deserves a
Best Picture nomination like
Beauty and the Beast, its
predecessor.
4) Husbands and Wives - This is
a movie marred by the real-life off
screen battles between Woody
Allen and Mia Farrow, but I think
knowing about these highly
publicized problems actually
makes the film a more powerful
and realistic experience. It is
certainly a nice recovery for Allen
(star, writer, director) after his
earlier 1992 effort, Shadows and
Fog, was such an overwrought
flop.
The premise of Husbands
and Wives is the instability of
two marriages: one marriage
between Allen and Farrow, and
the other between Judy Davis and
Sydney Pollack (in two
magnificent supporting roles).
Watching the disintegration ofthe
Allen-Farrow relationship is
especially painful, because it is so
similar to their dilemmas off
camera. Woody, a college
professor, finds that he is
becoming bored with married life,
so he begins to pursue a romance
with one of his students, 18 yearold Juliette Lewis (from Cape
Fear). Farrow, meanwhile,
assumes an affair with Liam
Neeson (Darkman), a nice guy
who she meets at work. The
couple eventually finds out about
one another's flings, and it leads
to some very poignantly effective
scenes.
Husbands and Wives
does have a good sense of humor,
but it is one of Woody Allen's
best and most serious works.
5) Bob Roberts - This was a great
movie to see in the middle of
election year. Tim Robbins directs
and stars in this impressive look

at the lengths and endeavors one
man will go through to win a
high political position (in this
case, the Senate).
Robbins, in running for
the Senate, finds that he has his
followers and antagonists. He
literally tries everything
imaginable to win the entire
voting public into his favor. He
even makes up some hilarious
campaign songs, one of them
called "Drugs Stink."
When Robbins discovers
that becoming Senator might not
be as easy as he anticipated, he
becomes more corrupt, and
focuses a lot of attention on how
to get rid of his enemies.
Bob Roberts features an
all-star cast including Susan
Sarandon, Alan Rickman, and
James Spader. It is quite an
achievement.
6) The Player - Director Robert
Altman, who back in the 70's
made classic films like
M*A*S*H and Nashville,
returns to fine form here. The
Player depicts how being a
renowned figure and having a
great deal of power can keep us
out of trouble no matter what we
do.
Tim Robbins stars as a
famous Hollywood producer
who accidentally murders" a
young screenwriter whom he
thought was sending him death
threats. The rest of the movie
focuses on how Robbins covers
up his crime. It is eerie to see
how a man can overcome his
guilt simply by being a powerful
big shot in the entertainment
world.
There is an almost
innumerable amount of cameos
in The Player ranging from Burt
Reynolds to Bruce Willis to Cher.
This is a terrific movie, especially
for those who know a little about
film history.
7) Howard's End - A terrific
British film by director James
Ivory, the picture is named for a
beautiful house in the English
countryside. Emma Thompson
(Henry V, Dead Again) stars as
Margaret, the housekeeper of a
poor family who happens t(
befriend an old woman (niceh
played by Vanessa Redgrave'
The two become close, and wher
the elder dies, she leaves he
luxurious house to Margaret,
although she never knows about
this. The old woman's family,
meanwhile, is not willing to give
up what they think is their
property to some stranger. They,
burn the will, and agree to say
nothing about it.
Anthony Hopkins, head
of the family, decides that he
would rather wed Margaret than
simply give her the house. As
the film goes on, he, to his
surprise, grows to love his new
wife, and one ofthe key issues of
the movie is watching this man
discover his values.
Based on the classic
novel by E.M. Forster, Howard's
End is quite a gem.
8) Of Mice and Men - This was
perhaps the year's most
underrated film, and it will
probably go unnoticed at Oscar
time. This is a shame, because
Gary Sinese's adaption of the
renowned John Steinbeck no\
is a magnificent piece of work ir
all respects.

(Continued to p. 14)
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Pop Culture Exodus
Michael Pastore
Staff Writer
Duran
Duran.
"Moonlighting." Break Dancing.
"Fletch." Whether these names
bring a smile or a grimace to your
face, it cannot be argued that we,
the college-age crowd, made them
famous. Asa TV-watching, record
buying, movie going American
youth of the 80's, each one of us
contributed to the making of
American pop culture icons. And
while many of us question our
decision making, (Did I really own
parachute pants?), the music,
movies, and TV of our adolescent
days provided us with many
childhood memories.
Thus, as a message to my
fellow seniors, and gentle reminder
to all underclassmen, I must warn
you: The end is near. Our cool,
post-modern, stylish, cynical, carefree days are over. This is not
supposed to be scary, most seniors
are looking forward to, with
varying degrees of apprehension,
the entrance into the "Real World."
The more visible, and scary sign of
advancing years though, might well
be in our ignorance of the latest
pop culture. Sure, some of us will
hang on, wearing Walkmans on
the train, catching a Saturday
matinee, or canvassing nightclubs
for the latest "hot" sound. But, in
reality, our exodus from
mainstream popular culture has
already begun.
One place we've been
spat out of the pop culture vacuum
is at the cinema. The thought
pierces its way into your mind, and
then you notice, that you're the
oldest one on line. The reminder
that you 're old hits again when you
pay $6.75 for a ticket and stifle "I
remember when movies were only
five dollars" from escaping your

lips. Even the movies we see have
changed. Considering we used to
have Hollywood dying to get us to
the movies, with the John Hughes
genre ("Can I borrow your
underpants for ten minutes?"}, we
should be the last people talking
about seeing mature films. But why
did I feel old when I felt no desire
to see "Encino Man?" Sadly, it's
because I'm no longer, as George
Bush once said, "in the loop."
Our estrangement from
television has been much more
rapid. This makes sense, as we see
successful shows run for many
seasons, then see them continue in
reruns. But last year I was reminded
of how many years it's been since
I tuned my TV to HBO and MTV
every weekday afternoon (
everyone who saw the movie
"Midnight Madness" or the Greg
Kihn video "Jeopardy" more than
one hundred times, raise your
hand.)
It was around 9 PM at a
Thursday night townhouse party
when five freshmen girls flew to
the television to turn on Fox. A
couple of minutes later I saw them
enraptured, walked in front of the
tube and bemusedly asked, "Hey,
isn't this that high school show?" I
was immediately bodyblocked by
one of the more irate disciples, and
told never again to hamper the
view of "90210." When you're in
college, and the hottest show on
TV is about high school, you're
getting old.
Music is a third vital form
of pop culture which is leaving the
21+ age group in the dust. I sensed
the senior citizen feeling when the
Red Hot Chili Peppers hit it big. I
realized that I didn't have the new
album, which sold 6 million copies,
but their previous album, which
sold closer to 60,000.
The final area in which

we will find ourselves suddenly
inadequate is in our appearance. I
will avoid the past, with the early
80's spectre of "fat laces," but the
present, with its 70s revival, is bad
enough. As early as elementary
school we were taught that the
1970s were just a big waste of
time, the decade that gave us bellbottoms, disco, and Jimmy Carter!
But now, the 70s are coming back!
There was a Brady Bunch play,
there's going to be a Gilligan's
Island movie, and sideburns are in
style. This is a definite sigh to all
my peers that surely style is not
outgrowing us, but the other way
around. Even if we do keep in
style, eventually we'll pass into
the "pathetically trying to be hip
with the young crowd" zone. My
advice is, keep the clothes you
have now, they'll be popular again
in about fifteen years.
So what are we to do about
it, this exit from our years as pop
culture's lightning rods? All we
can do is accept the passage of time
and get on with our lives, letting
pop culture go to its rightful heirs.
While we're at it, we can
occasionally check our progress,
seeing how many "Greatest Hits"
CDs we have, taking a glance at
our hairlines, or worse, a scale. In
a way it's sad, but it is happening.
The one thing we have,
it's true, are the memories. And the
great ones, whether it was the time
we saw "Howard the Duck" in the
theater, our initial pair of $110
Reebok sneakers, or that first time
we heard Toni Basil's "Hey
Mickey," will last forever. These
were the types of things that led us
into the world of pop culture, and
with the likes of "Hexed," the
"new" pump sneakers, and the
Heights' "How do you talk to an
angel?", they're the types of things
leading us out.

ARCADIA
HAIR AND SKIN SALCN
$25 Haircuts
(Reg. $40.00)

15% off any perm
or highlighting

7 797 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06430
(Basement of Fairfield Dental Association)

Half Of
This Year's
Medical School
Class GotThere
WitHOurHelp.
To study alone for ilir MCAT Is nearly Impossible. To study without
Stanley II Kaplan b simply » bad career move.
Maybe It's our 50 years of experience. Otir small classes and advanced
teaching meihods Or a research department thai reacts to lest changes before
most companies even know they exist

OFFERED BY KAPLAN AND FAIRFIELD U ADULT ED
!!! KAPLAN'S MCAT comprehensive study-lab is now
ON CAMPUS at Fairfield U III
Classes begin FEB 13
Call 800 735-PREP
NOT READY IN APRIL?

Save $95 prepare for April HERE & Sept. ANYWHERE

Best Films of 1992
(Continued from p. 13)
Set during the Depression-era of 1937, the story focuses on
two young men, George and Lennie, looking for work in the ranch
lands of California. George (Sinise) is the brain of the twosome, and
Lennie (a phenomenal performance by John Malkovich) is the
simple-minded, retarded fellow who usually gets them into trouble
somehow.
Majestically shot and seldom dull, Of Mice and Men deserves
to get new life when it is released on video.
9) Malcolm X - This film is not as great as Gene Siskel and Roger
Ebert say it is, but it is certainly a bold, thorough portrait of a man who
was proud of his race, and who wanted to make his fellow brothers
and sisters equally proud of themselves.
Director Spike Lee tones down on his ever popular
controversial point of view, and he gives us a pretty objective
portrayal of this courageous, often cynical, political figure. Denzel
Washington is electrifying in the title role.
Malcolm X is a bit overlong, three and a half hours, and the
first third of the film (when we see Malcolm growing up and working
with gangsters) reafty drags on at times, but once Malcolm establishes
his power, the movie comes to life.
10) Damage - French filmmaker Louis Malle gives us a rough, gutsy
story of lust and tragedy. Jeromy Irons is superb as a man caught in
the middle of an obsessive, erotic affair with his son's fiance. As
much as the two of them want to stop seeing each other for obvious
reasons, they realize they cannot. This scenario makes for some very
gripping scenes right up to the poignant, unpredictable climax.
Miranda Richardson (who also stars in Enchanted April,
another of 1992's fine films) gives a heartbreakingly real supporting
turn as Irons' wife.
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Chris Snyder's Accurate
Movie Reviews Can Now
Be Heard Live on 88.5
WVOF on Monday Afternoons Between 2-2:15 p.m.
CflNCUN Nassau, Paradise Island
Spring Break Vacation

- Student ID Required - call Ahead
255-0419
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From $299
Organize a small group for fro* trip

Call 1 (800) GET-SUN-1

Paradise Island flMKIMAS
1993 BSN
Students

V»

Ent
Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation — without waiting (or the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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These Are Upcoming Concerts?!
Kevin Ridolfi
StaffWriter
Recently, I received some
classified music information from
a reliable Sam Goody employee.
He (she?) would be fired (or is it
terminated? how about released? I
just can't seem to keep track of
those P.C. words) if he/she were
identified. The following is a listing
of upcoming concerts and their
locations as related to me by my
mysterious source.
It sounds corny, but AC/
DC will be performing at an
electrician convention in Niagara,
NY.
The reunited Beatles'will
be performing with surprise, and
certainly unusual, opening guest,
Ratt. They will appear in Arkansas
at a meeting for the Grammatically
handicapped and Disadvantaged
Spellers. Interestingly enough,
former Vice-prez Dan Quayle will
host the affair.
Michael Bolton and
opening act The Screaming Trees
will perform a benefit with Mariah
Carey for the Society of Socially
Rejected Screamers. The show will
be held in conjunction with Monica
Seles' next U.S. Open match.
The Damn Yankees will
perform with reunited opening act
Boston in late May. The concert
will take place at Fenway Park and
will be followed by a Red Sox
game.
Def Leppard and Anthrax
will perform at the San Diego zoo
at a benefit for Animals with
Incurable Diseases.

Guns n' Roses are
scheduled to perform on the Oprah
Winfrey segment entitled The
v§epret Side of the Male Florist.
Mr. B ig wi U perform with
opening act Giant before the NBA
All-Star Game.
Poison, Megadeath, and
Slaughter will perform at the
Contemporary Pied Piper
Convention. The topics to be
discussed at the convention include
"101 ways to be rid of pests."
White
Lion
and
Whitesnake are to play at the
weekend long fund-raiser for
Albino African Americans.
Rush is heading the bill at
the United States Postal
Convention. The speakers will
discuss ways to get the mail
delivered on time.
Spinal Tap and Steelheart
will perform on the Maury Povitch
episode tentatively title "Strange
Medical Procedures and the
Doctors Who Perform Them."
Skid Row and Temple of
the Dog will perform live on the

PBS segment: "Unusual Vacation
Spots."
The following week,
Great White and the Scorpions will
play on the PBS special report:
"Beware the Silent Killers!"
Bad Company, Motley
Cure and 10,000 Maniacs are to
perform together at the Louisiana
Mental Hospital in a benefit for the
inmates.
The
Fine
Young
Cannibals play this week in
Hollywood, California for the
opening night of the movie Alive.
Hammer and Nine Inch
Nails are to perform at the Annual
Gathering for the Construction
Workers Union.
Garth Brooks and
Michael Jackson are to perform on
Wall Street in an attempt by
President Clinton to boost the
economy. Hopefully the tickets will
raise the expected three trillion
dollars.
The Police and Arrested
Development form a unique
combination, as the speakers and
performers at the Rally for the
Criminally Threatened.
Yes is scheduled to
perform a benefit for Perpetually
negative Responders.
That's the list my
informant gave to me. I'm sure the
exact times and dates will be
advertised, so keep your eyes open.
Oh yeah, if Seilers food has been
giving you problems, be sure to
catch Phil Donahue's segment:
"Pepto Bismol, or Just Bad Food?"
featuring the Red Hot Chili
Peppers.

An outrageous musical extravaganza "Buy Me, Bring Me, Take
Me: Don't Mess My Hair!!! According to the Four Bitchin' Babes" will
be presented at the Quick Center on
Saturday, February 6 at 8 p.m. A
cross between a folk concert and a
pajama party, singer/songwriters
Christine Lavin, Sally Fingerett,
Julie Gold, and Megon McDonough
have toured to international acclaim, and they have produced two
critically successful albums together
in addition to a long, impressive list
of solo recordings.

PUT SOME FUN
IN YOUR DAY ESCAPE TO
THE GRAPE!
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KEVIN KLINL • MARY ELIZABETH MASTRANTONIO
KEVIN SI'ACEY' REBECCA MILLER

c
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Proper ID required
366-3133
585 Villa Ave.
Ffld., 06430

sun tan studio
HAIR WORKS UNISEX HAIR SALON
576-1405
(ACROSS FROM THE CAR WASH 2nd FLOOR)
Tyla & Bill Stephens

COVET

GET A HEADSTART ON THAT SUMMER TAN!
NEIGHBOR'S
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ADULTS
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Book Review

Glee Club Presents "Music For A
Winter Evening"

Rules of Seduction Probes Myths of Marriage
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
I struck up a conversation
the other day with Ed, a friend of
my parents, about marriage. This
man enl ightened me on the attitudes
of men toward the sacred
institution. According to him,
women marry because they want
to, because they are in love, etc.
But men marry because it
is expected of them. Marriage is
the next logical step in the
relationship, and since the men
want the relationship to
continue, they tie the knot.
It is no wonder, then, that
marriage carries with it
such synonyms as "ball
and chain," "getting
hitched," and "the party's
over."
I thought Ed's
theory was ridiculous.
Until I read The Rules of
Seduction by Daniel L.
Magida. Seduction is the
story of Jack Newland, a
man caught between Kate,
the woman he is expected
to marry, and Ellen, the
woman he truly loves. To
marry Ellen, however,
would go against all the
rules that have governed his life.
The plot spans a period of
three weeks, during which time
Jack secretly becomes engaged to
Kate, goes off with Timothy to his
summer home in Connecticut, and
meets and falls in love with
Timothy's sister, Ellen. But the
story is enriched by flashbacks to
Jack's days in college, where he

learned a great deal about lust, sex,
and growing up, and his childhood,
when his parents were killed. Jack
cannot let go of the past and feels
obliged to make others happy. As
a result, he has developed a cynical
theory of love: The end of love is
death.
After his parents died,
Jack's sister Elizabeth took charge
of ruling his life, with the help of
her husband, David. They have
become for Jack surrogate parents,
against whom he must learn to
rebel. It is Elizabeth who

introduced Jack to Kate, the
daughter of David's boss. Her
method of arranging his marriage
resembles pre-Enlightenment days,
when infants were engaged before
they were potty-trained. Jack goes
along with this as he has gone
along with every attempt by others
to run his life. He believes that if
he makes everyone else happy, no

one will get hurt.
Then he meets Ellen, and
discovers that if he makes everyone
else happy, he hurts everyone,
including himself.
Seduction is the tale of
love and lies, engagements and
entanglements, deceit and death.
It is the tale of a man who is
prepared to marry because, a la
Ed's theory, he is expected to. But
he also serves as an exception to
Ed's rule, because he wants to
marry someone else—not because
he is expected to, but because he
wants to.
The novel is 400
pages long, and for the
first 150 pages I couldn't
put the book down... fast
enough. It took awhile
for me to care about these
characters. Magida wades
into the book with longwinded background and
character quirks. But
around page 146 he dives
under a wave of action
and comes up with a tense
lust story that will have
the reader tearing off the
pages in an effort to
explore the naked truth
lurking underneath. All
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What better way to kick off the new year than with "Music for
a Winter Evening." On Friday, February 5 at 8 PM, the Fairfield
University Glee Club will welcome the Salve Regina University Chorus
to integrate a fabulous selection of music for your entertainment.
The Salve Regina Chorus, form Newport, RI, is conducted by
Brother James Loxham, an experienced Liturgical musician. Brother
Loxham has chosen a fine repertoire which includes Handel's "And the
Glory of the Lord" and Andrew Lloyd Webber's "Pie Jesu."
The Fairfield University Glee Club, under the direction of
Carole Ann Coyle Maxwell, will continue the concert with a fascinating
tribute to diversity. The audience can expect to be overwhelmed by the
Hispanic "Una Limosna por el Amore de Dios," performed by New York
guitarist David Feldberg, as well as the debut of an inspirational piece
entitled "Unity" by the African American composer Glorianne Moone.
The Chamber Singers will enthrall the audience with a pair of
enchanting opera pieces from II Trovatore and Nabucco which they are
preparing to sing with the Wallingford, Symphony Orchestra later in
February.
' '•"" '
The piece de resistance is none other than Handel's "Hallelujah
Chorus" performed by the combined voices of these two exceptional
choruses. It shall be a night for all to remember. Tickets are on sale at the
Quick Center, $5 adults, $3 students.

in all, the story leads a full life,
piecing together a jigsaw puzzle of
past transgressions and present
tangled webs to form a complete
picture of one man's struggle to
marry.
All in all, I give this book:

Is there a book, movie, restaurant,
or musical performer you'd like to
write about? Are you a poet who
would like to have your poems
printed and read? If the answer is
yes, submit your article or poem to
the Mirror office anytime during
the week before the Monday afternoon deadline.

3 engagement rings out of 4
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DRUNK DRIVING PREVENTION CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. DD-90-1712-3 COL. x 10.5"
Volunteer Agency: Wells, Rich, Greene, Inc., Campaign Director: Richard S. Helstein, General Foods, USA
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Swim Teams Prepare for
MACG Championships
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer
After nearly a month long
hiatus due to finals and Christmas
break, the Fairfield men's and
women's swimming and diving
teams began the final month of
their regular season competition
on January 8th versus U Maryland
/BaltimoreCounty. UMBCproved
to be too strong for Fairfield as the
Stags and Lady Stags were defeated
137-91 and 143-50, respectively.
UMBC took first place in all the
events at the January 8th meet.
On January
VJfh,
Fairfield traveled to Rider and
rebounded with a quality effort.
Despite losing 133-97, the Lady
Stags took three events: the 100
meter fly (Maureen Manion), the
100 m freestyle (Jennifer
Hamilton), and the 100 m
backstroke (Jessica DiFiore).
Though Rider prevailed 137-70,
the men also improved by winning
four events: the 100 m fly and 500
m freestyle (Chris McTague), the
100 m freestyle (Kevin O'Keefe),
and the 100 m backstroke (Mark
Taglia).
On January
19th,
Fairfield returned home to face
Marist in a men's only meet.
Although the Stags lost by a count
of 121 -88, Shawn Keegan won both
diving events (1 m & 3 m), John
Reddy won the 200 m breaststroke,
and the 400 meter freestyle relay
team of Matt Webb, Stephen
Dwyer, Sean Fitzsimmons and
Kevin O'Keefe took first place.

St. John's visited on
January 23rd and came away with
victories in both the men's and
women's meets. The Lady Stags
were defeated 130-99 with the only
bright spot being Danielle Forbes'
first place and school record setting
finish in the 50 m freestyle. In the
136-86 loss for the Stags, the 200
m freestyle relay team of Reddy,
Jason Burns, Fitzsimmons, and
Dwyer came in first.
Two days later, Fairfield
was at the future site of the 1993
MAAC Championships- Iona.
B,pth
teams had great meets as the
it
Lady Stags won 116-92 and the
Stags narrowly lost 110-102. The
Lady Stags won all but three events
on their way to victory as Marianne
Alf won both diving events and
Ann Gallagher won both the 50
and 100 m freestyle events. The
other winners for the Lady Stags
were Forbes in the 200 m freestyle,
Kieran Sisko in the 200 m
backstroke, Elizabeth McLoughlin
in the 200 m breaststroke, and
Sheila Leary in the 200 m fly. For
the men, Keegan once again won
both diving events, Reddy won the
200 m breaststroke, McTague took
the 200 m fly, and the 400 m relay
team won for the third straight
meet.
Their final regular season
meet was this past Saturday at Holy
Cross. The Lady Stags lost 140.5
to 98.5 to finish their regular season
at 4-9. Catherine Bassi won both
diving events and DiFiore set a
school record in her win in the 200
m backstroke. The men, who did

not win any regular season meets,
were defeated 132-101. The Stags
won the 100 m fly (McTague), the
200 m breaststroke (Reddy), and
Keegan continued his excellent
diving to take first in both events.
Fairfield and head coach Phil
Palumbo now have a little over a
week to prepare for the MAAC
Championships to be held February
12-14 at Iona. From there, the men
continue for another week until the
Metropolitan Championships at
Trenton.
Best of luck to the
swimmers and divers at the
MAAC's!
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Field Hockey Ends
Season with a Benefit
Jennifer Mammen
Contributing Writer
The Fairfield University field hockey team raised over
$2000with our goal-a-thon fund raiser. People had donated a certain
amount of money for every goal the team scored.
At the end of the season, more than half of the money that
was raised was sent to Bridgeport Hospital for cancer research.
In addition to the donation, the members of the team visited
the hospital on December 15, and passed out bears in the hospital's
"Hug-a-Bear" program. Jen Davies dressed up as Santa and the kids
were truly surprised.
Visiting the hospital was a rewarding experience for both the
players and the patients.
Our team would like to thank all of the students, faculty, and
parents who donated money for this cause.
We can all truly say that this year's field hockey team ended
Vtfieir season with an excellent performance.

Katie Rogers at Bridgeport hospital's "Hug-a-Bear" program.

photo: C. Tetro

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY'S
SUMMER CAMPUS IN

• Program invites undergraduates and lifetime
learners of all ages. Two levels of accommodation are offered; pensione/student rooms or
upgraded air-conditioned four-star hotel for
mature participants. Complete travel package.

Classes conducted in English by leading scholars
and acclaimed artists.
International/intcrcultural living and learning
at host school, Lorenzo de' Medici Institute.
Fully accredited Italian university liberal arts
programs.
Academic and personal enrichment in
Renaissance Florence:
- museum visits and city walks in Florence, a
"museum without walls"
- special "insider" behind-the-scenes
visits to villas, Chianti vineyards,
archaeological sites
Earn up to 9 transfer college credits from stimulating courses including:
Studio Arts
Renaissance Art Historv
History of Italian Opera
Italian Language and Conversation - 6 Levels
Cooking (non-credit)

• Top ranked program recommended by The NewYork Times in survey of American college programs in Florence (2/9/92).

&IRFIELD
VUNIVERSITY

• Program personally supervised and directed
bv Dr. Philip Eliasoph (Art History) and Prof.
Yael Eliasoph (Italian Language) who share
their knowledge of Italy's art and culture.
Apply Early - limited space in group - all previous
programs have sold out. For complete brochure with
costs, class schedule, etc.. contact:
Florence Summer Campus • Fairfield University
School of Continuing Education
Doian House • Fairfield, CT 06430
(203) 254-4220 • Ann: Cris Bowers

Thinking about summer study in Italy? Come to an open question & answer session for more details:
Friday, February 5 - Noon - Canisus Room #21
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Lady Stags Find Rough Road in the MAAC
Jamie Maloney
Staff Writer
The Lady Stags could not
crawl out of the ditch they dug
themselves in during the first half
against Siena on Saturday and the
79-68 loss marked their third loss
in four games, which leaves them
with a record of 7-11 overall and 24 in the MAAC.
Tammy Smith's jumper
in the opening minute of the contest
gave host Siena the lead which
they wouldn't lose for the rest of
the game. Fairfield was only down
by six after Kate Abromovitch
knocked down a three pointer from
the top of the key with 3:27 left in
the half.
The Siena Saints then
stunned Fairfield by responding
with a 14-0 run in the final minutes
of play in the half, sending the
Lady Stags into the locker room
facing a 20 point deficit.
Fairfield came out in he
second half determined to prove
that they could play with Siena far
better than they did in the first half.
Robin Massari and Jennifer
McMillan brought Fairfield to
within ten at the 12:15 mark by
scoring all of the Lady Stags' ten
unanswered points over a seven
minute span.
However, the momentum
quickly swung back tot he Saints
as they went on an 11 -4 run giving
them a commanding 63-46 lead
with 8:36 left in the game. Siena
did not allow the Lady Stags to get
any closer that 11 points the rest of
the way.
Massari
and
Abromovitch led Fairfield in the
stats column. Massari had 15
points, 15 rebounds, 4 steals, and 3
blocked shots. Abromovitch led
both teams with 23 points.
McMillan chipped in 10 points off
the bench for Fairfield. Massari
and Abromovitch's impressive

play was not enough to combat
Siena's more balanced attack. Four
out of the five Siena starters scored
in double digits and two players
added 8 points apiece off the bench.
Fairfield has won two
games in a row for only the second
time all season against Yale and St.
Peter's before losing three out of
four.
They
appropriately
started their two game winning
streak by defeating Yale at Alumni
Hall 73-66 on the Tuesday the
students returned to campus for
winter break.
The score was tied 12-12
with 14:58 left in the first half
when Fairfield blew the game open
with a 12-0 run that gave them the
lead for good. Yale's comeback in
the second half proved too little,
too late.
Lauren Reitweisner hit
both ends of a one and one with 36
seconds left in the game to secure
a victory. Abromovitch tied a
career high by exploding for 31
points in the contest.
On Thursday of the same
week the Lady Stags won their
biggest game of the season by
defeating a strong St. Peter's squad
58-52 at Alumni Hall. Everything
seemed to work for Fairfield for
this game. Instead of possessing
and then losing the lead in the
second half, which has been
characteristic of them this year,
they came back from a deficit and
won in the second half. They were
down by as many as 11 points in
the first half before trimming to
one, 30-29 at halftime.
St. Peter's extended their
lead to five at 18:41 in the second
half, but the determined Lady Stags
scored nine unanswered points
gaining control of the lead when
freshman point-guard Christine
Fryer knocked down a twelve foot
jump shot.
On their next possession,

FLOWER SHOP

10% Discount
w/coupon - FTD Services not included

Abromovitch drilled a threepointer pushing their lead to four,
38-34 with 16:07 remaining. The
contest proved to be close from
this point on with St. Peter's
holding the lead from 8:36 to the
final minute.
Fairfield was down 50-

Kate Abromovitch and Robin Massari lead the Lady Stags
49 with 59 seconds left in the game
when Massari stole the ball, hit a
jumper, and was fouled. She
converted on the free thr>; w to give
Fairfield a 52-50 lead. Reitweisner
hit both ends of a one on one in the
closing seconds to secure the
victory for the Lady Stags.
The Lady Stags two game
win streak was snapped by Canisius
on Saturday the 23rd at Alumni
Hall. Fairfield held a 33-29 halftime
lead, but were
outscored in the
second half and
lost
76-69.
Abromovitch led
the
way
for
Fairfield with 25

2151 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
_
TELEPHONE 336-1895
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Teachers are
better
than Tapes
//your idea of great testpreparation is sitting in a room with 2535 other students and having your questions answered by a
cassette tape, then go to the other guy.
However, if you want a maximum of 15 students in your class;
if you want questions answered by your instructor; if you want
guaranteed score increases, call us.

Classes in Fairfield now forming:
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

points while Massari scored 10.
Carla Johns, who has
played well at the center spot this
season, scored 10 points and tied a
career high in rebounds by pulling
down 11.
Fairfield traveled to Iona
on the following Tuesday where

GMAT begins 2/11
GRE begins 2/20

they lost 66-58. For the second
game in a row they squandered a
second half lead. They led 38-31
at halftime, but were outscored in
the second half by the Lady Gaels.
Iona's victory was their first in
their last nine games against
Fairfield. Abromovitch led the
Lady Stags in scoring again with
22 points.
Fairfield stopped their
two game skid with a victory over
Buffalo State on Wednesday prior
to their loss against Siena. The
Lady Stags blew out Buffalo from
the opening tipoff, cruising to a 5032 halftime lead.
Although Fairfield did
not lay as well in the second half,

they held on to win easily 96-79.
Senior Co-Captain Aimme
Auerback and Fryer both notched
career highs. Auerback, starting in
place of Reitweisner who was out
with a broken nose, notched her
career high by scoring 19 points.
Fryer's 18 points and 11 assists
were highs for the
freshman who
has proven to be
an excellent point
guard.
Abromovitch
said about the
win, "We just
want to come out
and play together
and I think you
saw a lot of
people who don't
get a lot of time
come in and do
their job."
The
Lady Stags have
had a tough
season so far.
Over
winter
break, they lost
both games in the
Arizona
Christmas
Classic, defeated
Fordham, then
lost to Richmond
in a close game at
home, defeated
Niagara, and then
were blown out
photo M. Conradj by Loyola in
Maryland. Although it so far has
been a disappointing season for
Fairfield there have been a number
of bright spot that they can build
upon. Massari has become one of
the best players i the MAAC. The
junior forward was leading the
league in rebounds averaging 10.2
rpg. Abromovitch is third in the
MAAC in scoring averaging 18.7
ppg. Furthermore, the Lady Stags
have many young players who have
a lot of potential.
Hopefully, the young
players on the squad will continue
to improve so that by the end of the
season, Fairfield will make a run
for the Championship at the MAAC
tournament.
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FREE MEDICAL TREATMENT
FOR YOUR SORE THROAT
If you are suffering from a sore throat, you can
get free medical treatment when you participate
in a study of an investigational medicine.

You are paid for your participation.
Call today to see if you qualify.

261-4202
Study is physician directed.

we score more
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LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

U1CU Clinical Research Consultants, Inc.
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Stag Skaters Swept in Alabama
Coach McCarthy grabs 300th win at home
Ron Delia
Staff Writer
The Stag Ice Hockey team
has dropped to a record of 5 wins
and 8 losses after losing both games
of a weekend series against
Division One power Alabama Huntsville.
The Stags entered the
semester break with a 2-3 record,
but have faltered off as of late,
losing 5 of the last 7 games played.
Fairfield started the second term
with a 3-2 win over ECAC south
rival Skidmore on January 9th.
Following a close fought January
12th battle against Iona, a 5-4
Fairfield loss, the club traveled to
the United States Military
Academy. Although the Stags
suffered a 9-0 blasting at the hands
of the Division One Cadets, the
loss, along with the 14-1 and 11-6
defeats at Alabama, should be taken
as a positive building block for the
remaining league games.
"Playing up a level or two
(against Division One opponents)
will only help us in the ECAC
playoff picture," said Stag captain
Peter Lewis, who was names
FairfieldVStarofthe Series" after
recording a hat trick in the second
Alabama loss, went on to add, "The
quicker pace and physical style of
play are things we can add to our

system when we play within the
league."
Fairfield
showed
excellent character following the
shutout loss at Army by coming
back to defeat Quinnipiac on the
road 5-3 the very next night.
"Playing at Quinnipiac is
never easy. They are a hardworking group that will keep
coming at you the whole night,"
mentioned junior center Scott
Lindsay, leading the Stags in
scoring with 9 goals and 8 assists
for 17 points in 13 games.
Perhaps the brightest
night of the Fairfield season,
regardless of the team's playoff
possibilities, could be the 9-2 home
ice win over Weslyan on January
27th. The impressive win marked
Stag Coach Dr. John McCarthy's
300th career win. Although
McCarthy could not be reached for
comment, those who have been
involved with his program over
the past 25 years can be certain that
"Doc" would be pleased at reaching
the milestone at home in a key
divisional game.
Fairfield has 7 games
remaining on the campaign,
including a match up last Tuesday
night (Feb. 2) at Amherst. With
big games against ECAC south
rivals Villanova, Skidmore, and
Quinnipiac, the Stags can still

Three Clean
Shaves for
Raging Mayhem
Nathaniel Tilton
Staff Writer

Dr. John McCarthy

photo: Athletic Dept
solidify a playoff berth with a strong
second-half surge.
FACE OFF.... The
Alabama games drew crowds of
3872 and 812 (Super Bowl
Sunday)... Lewis is tied with
Lindsay for the team lead in goals
with 9 apiece... Freshman goalie
Steve Woodward ranks among
ECAC south leaders with a 3.41
goals against average and a .899
save percentage... Apparently the
Southern fans didn't take a liking
to Habbah's coiffure; a pair of
bloody barber's shears were found
in his hotel room after the first
game... Fairfield takes on Villanova
at Bridgeport's Wonderland of Ice
on Saturday night at 8:00 pm.

STAG BITES

Brian Marks
Sports Editor

Former Fairfield Men's Basketball Standout, A.J. Wynder ('87), stated at guard in the 1993
Continental Basketball Association All-Star Game. Wynder is averaging 16.8 points per game for the
Tri-City Chinoks (WA). He also had a short stint with the NBA with the Boston Celtics, which makes
him the only Stag to play for an NBA team during the regular season. In his year's in Alumni Hall,
Wynder led the Stags to back-to-back MAAC championships and the NCAA Tournament berths in 198(
and 87.
Current Stag starting forward, Scott Sytulek was named Player of the Week over Christmas.
After missing all of last season due to a knee injury, Sytulek has gotten off to a great start.

Raging Mayhem continued their dominance in the Schick 3 on
3 Tournament. On Sunday, January 31st, Mike McCarthy, Bill Robbins,
Mark Callahan and Jim Cronin captured their third straight 3 on 3
championship defeating Kelly's Lethal Weapon's 40-22.
This year's tournament included 25 of the school's best 3 on 3
teams composed of either three or four players. Early upsets created
excitement throughout the tournament.
Old and Slow led by Dr. Orman reached the quarter finals
defeating members of "A" league's Hangin' Low. TKO with Matt
Sordi, Mike McMann, and Kevin Jones proved defense wins games by
shutting the door on the Dog Pound comprised of Harry Gregory and
Derek Cummings.
The final four still saw familiar faces. Mayhem, Kelly's Lethal
Weapons (Chris Arena, Brian Marks, Travis Bassi and Steve Elliot),
Killer B's (Brendan Kiernan, Matt Baron, and Keith Behan), and
Helmets (Andy Gregory, Matt McGuire, and Kevin Stange).
Mayhem faced off against Helmets in a rematch of last year's
finals. The result was the same. Although Kevin Stange kept the ,
Helmets close early, in the end, Mike McCarthy' s deadly shooting power I
proved to be the difference.
On the other side, Killer B's jumped out on the Weapons, 156 Kiernan and Baron each three in 2 three-pointers apiece. In the second
half with the score 29-28, B's, the Weapons erupted for eight straight
points. Elliot hit a turnaround in the lane, Arena hit a three, and Marks
matched another three. B's could not get any closer.
In the finals, McCarthy continued his shooting streak hitting the
first three shots of the game, all three pointers. "I was in a zone all day,
but it was great playing with Bill and Mark because they create so well,
and allow me to spot up." McCarthy said after the contest.
Bill Robbins gave the Weapons a match up problem with his
height, as a result the Weapons outside game never heated up. McCarthy
ended the game as high scorer with 18, Robbins added 12, and Callahan
10.
No, Mayhem is not going to Disney World, but on March 7th,
to Columbia University they will play in the Big Apple playoff. A
victory there will more them on to a NBA arena. Good luck guys.
Mayhem will be joined by Triple Threat (Kara Burmeister, Anne Marie
Sweeney, Julie Webb, Heather Knight), who won a sparse women's
division.

Stags Playing Well;
Taking One at a Time
(continued from p.20)

Steve Woodward, freshman goalie for the Stags hockey team, Eastern College Athletic
Conference South Player of the Week on January 13th. He currently leads the ECAC south in
goaltending and is expected to have a big season.

both ends of the floor and can run with anyone. He is shooting 56% from
the field, 34% from three, and 90% from the free throw line (in only 20
attempts.)

Fairfield hockey head coach, Dr. John McCarthy, reached a milestone with his 300th coaching victory. It came in his 25th seasonwhen the Stags defeated Wesleyan at home. McCarthy said " I
had no idea I'd be coaching this long"
Senior forward, Drew Henderson, became the all-timeleading rebounder in Fairfield basketball history. He is 15 points and 4 rebounds away from being the first Fairfield player to have ever
accumulated 1000 points and 1000 rebounds.
Kevin George, senior guard, has scored over 1000 points as a Stag. He got his thousandth at
Harvard over break.
Diane Nolan coached in her 500th career game on December 27th, in the Arizona Tounament.
Kate Abromovitch and junior Robin Massari were selectedto the Arizona all-tournament
Jeam over break.

r

Fairfield University
Lyons-Lademan Athletic Fund
1993 Raffle
Grand Prize
Two Round-Trip Tickets to Orlando, FL
First Prize
$100 gift Certificate to Three Bears Restaurant
Second Prize
Neon Fairfield light
Drawing - Monday, March 1,1993
Half time of Stags basketball game
$1.00 each
For more information call x 2877

J

Congratulations
to Peter Guarasci, who has
played in the past games
like an experienced center.
In his short time here he
has already developed
many of the skills need for
the tournament in Albany.
His size will help the Stags
in the next few years.
The Stags have
had an impressive year so
far this season. The y are in
third place in the MAACi
and at a very respectable
10-7. They have a three
game road trip that will
really put them to the test.
They play second
place Niagara away, then
fourth place Canisius away
and then travel to first place
Manhattan before coming
home to Canisius again. If
the Stags can come out on
top at least two of these
four games, they will surely
be contenders for the top
three spots in the MAAC
standings.' This will show
the Stags ability to win the
big games and will prove
to be the key to their postseason results. In the Stags
first big game contest they
came up short one in
overtime against Iona 8079.

DON'T BE A MEMBER
OF THE UNC0NCI0US
SOCIETY...

WayOut...Wear Design Co. is seeking
Sales Reps who want to help spread
Positive Thought and Earn Extra Cash
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Please call for your FREE Brochure
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Because it's not JUST a shirt,

ITS A CONCEPT!!!
GREEKS & CLUBS
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SUMMER JOBS
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Stags win four straight;
Move to third in the MAAC

Fred Vital
Asst. Sports Editor

Championship Stag
basketball has returned to Alumni
Hall. The Stags are 3-2 in the
MAAC an 10-7 overall. They have
won their last three MAAC games,
they are on a four game winning
streak, and have won 6-7 at home.
In their latest match-up
the Stags faced St.Peter's. The
Stags after keeping their
composure and playing like
champions at home took a 59-57
win. They successfully warded off
the Peacocks 20-12 run with five
minutes left in the game. The
Stags have had four heroes in as
many games. Tonight Craig Martin
rose to the occasion. With Drew
Henderson out with a sprained wrist
and Kevin George with a hurt leg,
Martin went on to score 10 of his
game high 15 points in the last five
minutes of the game!
Scott Sytulek added with
13 points in a balanced attack of
seven in the first half and six in the
second. Tim Schwartz, who has
been the most consistent player in
recent games, died in the second
half scoring all of his 10 points in
the first half.
The Stags displayed an
excellent offense and defense in
the first half but relentless play by
the Peacocks broke the Stags
momentum. The Stags ended
shooting 42% from 3pt land, 50%
from the field, and a mediocre 60%
from the free throw line.
The Stags made their
annual trip to Madison Square
Garden to face the Marist Red
Foxes. In the better of the two
games, the Stags came out with
another exciting 61-56 win. Down
nine with ten minutes left in the
game, the Stags began to press and
pick up the pace of the game. A
three pointer by Kevin George (15
points all from three), and one by
Craig Martin, brought the Stags to
within four, 54-50. A big steal off
the inbounds by Tim Schwartz (11

points) and an easy layup cut the
lead to two. Kevin George added
with yet another three to give the
Stags a 57-56 lead an capped a 199 run. The Stags followed a Marist
miss and proceeded to kill the shot
clock. With 59 seconds left, the
Stags ran a delay offense and it

Kevin George leads Stags
photo: K.Guterl

almost ended up costing them the
game. With the shot clock at two
and the game clock at 16 ticks left,
the Stags found themselves
inbounding the ball after a great
defensive play by Marist went out
of bounds. The hero of this game
turned out to be Tim Schwartz, he
came off a pick, got the inbounds
pass from Johnnie Jones and calmly
hit a three as the shot clock ended.
The Stags went up four with 14
seconds left and added another
from the free throw line to come up
with the win.
Henderson summed up
this year's Stags when he was
quoted "We have a new attitude
and mentality. In past years when
we were down we thought the game
was lost. This year we know we
can comeback and win." This years
Stags have shown that they can
win when down, they can hold off
last minute spurts, and most
importantly, they can comeback
from a heart breaking loss and go
on a four game win streak.
^\
The Stags
also played Loyola
away.
The
Greyhounds are at a
pitiful 1-13. The Stags
managed to make
even this match-up
exciting. They shutout Loyola for the first
Fred Vital
5:12offhegame. The
Asst. Sports Editor
Greyhounds managed
The only drawback to this season is to come out with a 26the poor attendance this semester. The 26 tie at the half.
Stags have only three home games left and Neither team had seen
they are the most important of the season. more than a four point
They play Canisius, Manhattan and Iona at lead in the half. The
home. This past game against St.Peter's second half brought
was a terrible showing by the alumni, the much of the same, the
student body especially and the RHG Six- Stags and Loyola were
tied most of the way
Man.
until the Stags moved
The Stags are winning and now
to a five point lead
more than ever need the fan support to pull with 3:55 left. The
out these tough games and finish out the Stags put the game
season on top. There were more fans last away
year when we were 8-20! So Stag Fans let's uncharacteristically
get up and cheer on our Stags and Lady from the line. The
Stags as they both contend for the spots in hero of this game was
Vthe MAAC tournament.
v Drew Henderson who

Poor
Attendance
at Stag Games

Inside Sports...

led the Stags with 13 points and 15
rebounds. He is currently 15 points
and four rebounds away from being
the first Stag to attain 1000 points
and 1000 rebounds.
The Stags welcomed the
students with a 59-56 win over
Siena. The Stags trailed most of
the game but hung tough and were
plagued by a poorly officiated
game. The star of this game turned
out to be Kevin George. After
getting his fourth foul early in the
second half, the senior rode the
pine until about six minutes left in
the game. The rest did him some
sort of good since he came out on
fire hitting back-to-back three' s and
adding three free throws and a field
goal.
Kevin George is having
an excellent year. He has become
the Stags "goto" man in times of
trouble. He is shooting 40% from
three and 45% from the field, and
averaging 14.2 points. George
leads the Stags with a 73% from
the free throw line.
Drew Henderson is
having another golden year off the
glass. He is averaging 10.2
rebounds and 11 points. His free
throw percentage at 59, is a
drawback.
Scott Sytulek started off
the year on fire. He was the Stags
great hope but all is not yet lost. He
has cooled down a bit and seems a
bit timid to shoot but he' s averaging
12.2 points. He is shooting 35%
from three and 48% from the field.
He also leads the Stags with a 73%
free throw percentage.
Johnnie Jones is playing
spectacular at the point. His
leadership and direction has led
the Stags to where they are today.
He leads the Stags with 47 assists,
shoots 47% from the field and his
59% free throw percentage is his
only downfall.
Craig Martin, last year's
defensive player has added the
offensive dimension to his game.
He is shooting 46% from the field,
39% from three, and 66% from the
free throw line.
Tim Schwartz, as stated
before, is the most consistent player
on the team. The Stags true sixth
man. He makes up for his ability
by seeing the floor and always
getting good open shots. He plays

(Continued on p.19)

Urew Henderson on his wav to
tlOOO-1000
Photo: K.Guterl
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Stags Finally
Tasting Success
Brian Marks
Sports Editor
Let's face it, if the Fairfield Men's Basketball team lost the
remainder of their games this year, the season could still be deemed a
successful one... well, to some people.
Currently, the Stags are 10-7, a mark this University has not
seen in years. The ten victories are more than the Stags had in each of
the last two full seasons. As a matter of fact, the Stags have not won
more than ten games since the 1986-1987 season when they finished
an unimpressive 15-16.
However, that season is also the last time the team made it to
the NCAA tournament, which makes me think we are destined for, as
Dick Vitale calls it, the "Big Dance."
The Stags are also off to a solid 3-2 start in the MAAC, and
they are very much in the hunt for the number one seed in the MAAC
tourney. Even in the two losses the Stags were handed, they hung
tough and had opportunities to win. I realize a loss is a loss, but hey,
at least we are making games interesting this year. Last year, the team
lost seven MAAC games by double figures, so this year it is a little
more dangerous to take a snooze in the bleachers.
So, what do we c dit this vast improvement in the Fairfield
men's basketball team to? For starters, I believe the tough non-league
schedule the Stags opened the season with is much the reason the team
is off to their best start in the league since 1989-90.
Road games at Rice, U of Wisconsin, and Wisconsin Milwaukee (all losses) surely helped the Stags realize they needed to
increase their levels of play and intensity. A strong team performance
at Rice right before the break really bolstered the Stags confidence for
the MAAC season. Co-Captain Drew Henderson expressed the
team's confidence when he stated to me before the Stags game against
Siena (the pre-season #2 pick by most people) "We will beat Siena. We
want this victory in a big way."
Most of the pre-season polls had Fairfield pegged for seventh
in the league, but the Stags are shocking the basketball world with their
quick start. So, let's keep our finger's crossed and hope the success
continues. Better yet, let's get off our butts and support our winningest
mens basketball team in years.
By the way, the new dance team is a great addition to the
atmosphere in Alumni Hall. Perhaps they are even more entertaining
than watching John Mitchell cheerlead.... well, not that entertaining.
Actually, I think the dance team is fantastic and I hope they keep it up
forever.
Now to the Super Bowl. I found it to be rather disappointing
and extremely boring. Jim Kelly seemed prepared to choke again in
a big game. Although I hate to see anyone get injured, it was hard not
to think back to the Houston game when Frank Reich emerged from
the sidelines.
Oh well, I guess at least my Minnesota Vikings have some
company now in history. Hey, at least the commercials were enjoyable
to watch. Personally, I felt that The Minnesota Timberwolves Doug
West -should have replaced Michael Jordan in the Burger King
commercial versus Larry Bird.
On the intramural basketball scene, it is the end of an era. The
Lethal Weapons were upset by one point by Vanilla Thunder on a
game-winning jumper by Brian Martin. The Weapons jerseys will be
retired and the four year team name will go down in Fairfield
intramural history.
I would also like to admit that I was wrong in my prediction
of who would win the intramural basketball A-league championship.
My early season favorite was Kelly's Lethal Weapons, but as I have just
stated, I was wrong...Sorry.
CONGRATULATIONS to Kevin George, Drew
Henderson, Kate Abromovitch and Dr. John McCarthy, who each
achieved milestones this season. They each exemplify the fact that
hard work over time will pay off and maybe even put your name down
in the record books.
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Men s and Women s
hoops; Hockey,
Swimming, Diving,
Intramural Update

Next
Week: f
f

Men s and Women s
MAAC hoops,
Intramural playoffs;
Volleyball begins

